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Abstract The 1992 Mw 7.3 Landers earthquake is perhaps one of the best studied seismic events.
However, many aspects of the dynamics of the rupture process are still puzzling, for example, the rupture
transfer between fault segments. We present 3-D spontaneous dynamic rupture simulations, incorporating
the interplay of fault geometry, topography, 3-D rheology, off-fault plasticity, and viscoelastic attenuation.
Our preferred scenario reproduces a broad range of observations, including final slip distribution, shallow
slip deficits, and mapped off-fault deformation patterns. We demonstrate good agreement between
synthetic and observed waveform characteristics and associated peak ground velocities. Despite very
complex rupture evolution, ground motion variability is close to what is commonly assumed in Ground
Motion Prediction Equations. We examine the effects of variations in modeling parameterization within a
suite of scenarios including purely elastic setups and models neglecting viscoelastic attenuation. Source
dynamics of all models include dynamic triggering over large distances and direct branching; rupture
terminates spontaneously on most of the principal fault segments. Sustained dynamic rupture of all fault
segments in general, and rupture transfers in particular, constrain amplitude and orientation of initial fault
stresses and friction. We conclude that physically consistent in-scale earthquake rupture simulations can
augment earthquake source observations toward improving the understanding of earthquake source
physics of complex, segmented fault systems.

1. Introduction
The Mw 7.3 Landers earthquake of 28 June 1992 ruptured five distinct segments previously considered
unconnected. Overlapping fault zones of 80-km length hosted large vertical slips, large surface strike-slip
offsets, and unusual high stress drops (Kanamori et al., 1992; Sieh et al., 1993). Only two segments of the
strike-slip fault system slipped over their respective total length, the previously unknown Kickapoo fault
(KF) and the Homestead Valley fault (HVF; Figure 1), while only parts of the other involved fault segments
ruptured. The Landers event raised awareness of unexpectedly large magnitude earthquakes occurring on
complicated fault networks; in particular, in context of dynamic rupture transfer mechanisms that raise
pressing questions of fault mechanics. Distinct ground shaking was recorded by a dense network of seis-
mometers (Campbell & Bozorgnia, 1994) including locations very close to the slipping faults (Chen, 1995;
Sleep, 2012).

The wealth of observational data has been analyzed to shed light on the slip distribution from inversion of
seismological and geodetic data (e.g., Cohee & Beroza, 1994; Cotton & Campillo, 1995; Freymueller et al.,
1994; Fialko, 2004b; Wald & Heaton, 1994; Xu et al., 2016) and to constrain rupture dynamics (e.g., Aochi &
Fukuyama, 2002; Fliss et al., 2005; Heinecke et al., 2014; Peyrat et al., 2001; Wollherr et al., 2018). Together
with detailed analyses of the recorded strong ground motions (e.g., Campbell & Bozorgnia, 1994), rupture
transfer mechanisms (e.g., Madden & Pollard, 2012; Madden et al., 2013; Wesnousky, 2006) and potential
energy release (e.g., Dreger, 1994; Wald & Heaton, 1994), a comprehensive picture of the source kinematics
and macroscopic earthquake properties has been developed.

While the overall kinematics of the event are thought to be well understood, many observations regarding its
complicated rupture dynamics are still puzzling. For instance, the KF unexpectedly connected the Johnson
Valley fault (JVF) and the HVF, which were previously assumed to be independent structures (Sowers et al.,
1994). A well-recorded near-surface slip gap at the northern part of the KF, close to the junction to the
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Figure 1. Mapped fault traces (Fleming et al., 1998) that are used in all our
simulations and assumed orientation of maximum compressional principal
stress 𝜎1 of our preferred model. The star marks the epicenter of the 1992
Mw 7.3 Landers earthquake.

HVF, suggests a disconnection between these faults. Thus, rupture is
assumed to have propagated at depth and/or “jumped” via dynamic trig-
gering to the adjacent fault segment (Spotila & Sieh, 1995). Across the
entire fault system, the rupture front is found to propagate at highly vari-
able speeds (Cotton & Campillo, 1995; Hernandez et al., 1999), slowing
down at transitions between segments (Wald & Heaton, 1994) and in
regions of high slip (Cohee & Beroza, 1994).

The orientation of geometrically complex faults in the tectonic stress field
has a first-order impact on the mechanics of earthquakes and faulting
(e.g., Kaven & Pollard, 2013). The Landers fault geometry is characterized
by nearly vertical dip but exhibits strike rotation by about 30◦ from the
direction of the segment on which the earthquake initiated (Bouchon &
Campillo, 1998). Of particular interest is the fact that the northern fault
segments, including the Emerson fault (EF) and Camp Rock fault (CRF),
are not well oriented with respect to the regional stress field, indicating
locally higher fault strengths and lower initial shear stresses. This leads
to the hypothesis that large dynamic stress changes induced by rupture of
the adjacent fault segments are necessary to overcome static friction at the
northernmost faults (Bouchon & Campillo, 1998). In contrast, the lack of
aftershocks and large fault offsets in conjunction with relatively shallow
slip (Wald & Heaton, 1994) suggests that the CRF was rather statically
triggered shortly after the event (Kaneda & Rockwell, 2009; Sieh, 1996).

Physics-based dynamic rupture simulations allow investigating the full
complexity of the earthquake source dynamics by numerically modeling

a spontaneously propagating rupture on a prescribed fault surface. The space-time evolution of the rupture
is thereby governed by initial stresses on the fault, a frictional constitutive law, and the bulk properties of the
medium. Olsen (1997) presents the first dynamic rupture model of the Landers event using a single planar
fault and initial stresses derived from the slip distribution of Wald and Heaton (1994). Consequently, their
model features very heterogeneous on-fault stress conditions. This model is then subsequently refined in an
iterative dynamic rupture inversion approach Peyrat et al. (2001) and well reproduces recorded seismograms
at selected sites for frequencies below 0.5 Hz.

However, simulations on single planar faults provide no insight on rupture transfer between fault segments.
Also, rupture nucleation, propagation, and arrest are highly sensitive to variations in fault geometry. Dynam-
ically, rupture is able to overcome fault bends, branch into or jump to adjacent fault segments only for
specific fault prestresses, limited distances between adjacent fault segments and limited branching angles
of connected faults (e.g., Bhat et al., 2007; DeDontney et al., 2012; Harris & Day, 1993; Lozos et al., 2011;
Oglesby, 2008; Oglesby & Mai, 2012; Ulrich, Gabriel, et al., 2019).

Modeling complex fault geometries is challenging for numerical solvers, since the detailed geometry must be
honored explicitly by the spatial discretization. Numerical schemes such as the Boundary Integral Equation
Method (BIEM) (e.g., Aochi & Fukuyama, 2002; Ando et al., 2017), Finite Element Methods based on tetra-
hedral elements (e.g., Barall, 2009)—including the Discontinuous Galerkin (DG) method (e.g., Pelties et al.,
2012; Tago et al., 2012)—or numerical methods using curvilinear elements (e.g., Duru & Dunham, 2016)
are able to accurately represent nonplanar fault geometries. We point out that the accurate representation
of fault branches is restricted to methods that do not use a traction-at-split nodes approach (Andrews, 1999;
Day et al., 2005; Dalguer & Day, 2007), like BIEM and DG methods (recent examples include Ando and
Kaneko (2018) and van Zelst et al. (2019)).

Only a few dynamic rupture scenarios considered the complex fault geometry on which the Landers event
occurred. A multisegment geometry of the Landers fault zone is first integrated into a dynamic rupture
model by Aochi and Fukuyama (2002) and Aochi et al. (2003). By analyzing the effects of varying princi-
pal stress directions and frictional parameters, they conclude that rupture cannot propagate across all of
the differently oriented fault segments assuming a single principal stress orientation. That is, the local tec-
tonic setting and nonplanar fault structure play the most significant role in this earthquake's generation
and rupture process. However, the use of the BIEM restricted this study to fully elastic, homogeneous mate-
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rial properties. Additionally, the Landers earthquake serves as valuable validation and testing scenario, for
example, for demonstrating the geometrical flexibility of DG methods (Pelties et al., 2012; Tago et al., 2012).
However, these studies are not able to fully reproduce observations, as, for example, slip on all fault segments
or regional seismogram recordings. While these studies incorporate realistic fault geometries and topogra-
phy, realistic material properties, such as 3-D subsurface structure and the possibility of plastic deformation,
are missing.

In addition, significant fault zone damage was observed for the Landers earthquake (e.g., Li et al., 1994a,
1994b), motivating us to account for inelastic processes off the fault. Recent advances in processing
high-resolution aerial photographs of near-fault deformation patterns reveal that off-fault deformation pri-
marily correlates with fault complexity (Milliner et al., 2015). A significant slip reduction toward the shallow
part of the faults is inferred, known as shallow slip deficit (SSD), which is often attributed to plastic deforma-
tion (Fialko et al., 2005; Gombert et al., 2018; Kaneko & Fialko, 2011; Milliner et al., 2015). Simulations on a
single, planar fault plane reveal that purely elastic simulations underpredict the SSD (Roten et al., 2017) as
well as ground motions (Roten et al., 2014, 2015). Wollherr et al. (2018) includes the full geometrical com-
plexity of the fault system in scenario calculations demonstrating that spatiotemporal rupture transfers are
significantly altered by off-fault plasticity.

In this study, we develop a suite of dynamic source models for the multisegment Landers earthquake based
on physics-based and high-performance-computing-enabled rupture simulations. Our dynamic source
model incorporates a comprehensive set of geological and geophysical information such as high-resolution
topography, rotating tectonic stresses, 3-D velocity structure, depth-dependent bulk cohesion, and a com-
plex intersecting fault geometry. Unifying aforementioned complexities is enabled by using SeisSol (www.
seissol.org, Dumbser & Käser, 2006; Pelties et al., 2014), a software package specifically suited for han-
dling complex geometries and for the efficient use on modern high-performance computing infrastructure
(e.g., Heinecke et al., 2014; Uphoff et al., 2017). This work extends recent models presented in Heinecke
et al. (2014) and Wollherr et al. (2018), which included complex fault geometries and off-fault plasticity
but were restricted to 1-D velocity structure, constantly oriented tectonic background stress and neglecting
viscoelastic attenuation of the seismic wave field.

We find that the interplay of dynamic rupture transfers, geometric fault complexity, spatially smoothly vary-
ing prestress, 3-D velocity structure, topography, viscoelastic attenuation, and off-fault plasticity constitute a
broad but challenging set of conditions for a mechanically self-consistent dynamic source model. Our simu-
lations match a broad range of regional and local observations, including fault slip, seismic moment release
and ground motions. The presented model also contributes to the understanding of the SSD, directivity
effects and rupture branching, and “jumping” under realistic conditions.

In the following, we first describe our modeling approach and the observational constraints considered in
section 2. We then investigate the rupture characteristics of our preferred model in terms of rupture branch-
ing, dynamic triggering, moment rate release, and final slip distribution in section 3. We compare the ratio
of shallow near-surface slip and deep slip (within the seismogenic zone) to recent inversion results based
on a Bayesian approach (Gombert et al., 2018), as well as the modeled off-fault plastic strain distribution
with near-field observations of fault zone width (Milliner et al., 2015). Analyzing ground motions in terms
of spatial distribution and shaking levels (e.g., peak ground motions) with respect to the observations proves
a good quality of the synthetics produced by the dynamic rupture model. Finally, we discuss the effects of
variations in modeling parameterization, for example, purely elastic setups or models neglecting viscoelas-
tic attenuation, in comparison to our preferred model, as well as implications for understanding earthquake
dynamics on segmented fault systems in section 4.

2. Model
In the following, we describe our modeling approach and the observational constraints to construct a
self-consistent dynamic rupture model of the 1992 Landers earthquake. Dynamic rupture evolves sponta-
neously according to the parameterization of frictional behavior, initial fault stress state, and nucleation
conditions on prescribed fault surfaces. The nonlinear interaction of rupture propagation and the emanated
seismic wave field is further affected by the structural characteristics, such as material properties and
topography of the modeling domain.
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To construct our preferred model, we follow the sequence of steps described below to define the model
parametrization in terms of stress-to-fault angles, stress amplitudes, and frictional parameters for the given
fault geometry, velocity structure, off-fault plasticity parametrization and vertical stress amplitudes. The
model refinement steps allow us to create a dynamic rupture model that reproduces a broad range of
independent observations.

1. Sustained rupture along all fault segments. The assumption of sustained rupture along all fault seg-
ments assuming a regional stress state without small-scale heterogeneities governing across complex
fault geometries introduces strong constraints on the choice of modeling parameters. By testing a range
of horizontal stress orientations i.e., the angle of the regional maximum compressive stress orientation
with respect to the fault system based on inferences from the geological setting and previous seismicity
(more details in section 2.2), we constrain the stress orientations in the range of a few degree variance to
the preferred model.

2. Seismic moment. We aim to find a model parameterization that leads to a scenario with a seismic moment
comparable to the observationally inferred seismic moment. Criterion 2 constrains the stress ampli-
tudes and the frictional parameters to narrow range given the described assumptions including the fault
geometry.

3. Peak seismic moment release. In this step, we simultaneously vary the stress orientations within the few
degree variance identified in step 1 together with the frictional parameters of the friction law. We try to
match the peak amplitudes of the synthetic seismic moment rate with observationally estimated source
time functions (STFs) taking into account their uncertainties. The misfit in terms of amplitudes is mea-
sured by an envelope goodness-of-fit (EG) criteria based on the frequency-time (TF) representation of the
signal following Kristeková et al. (2009).

4. Timing of the peak seismic moment release. Lastly, we improve the phase alignment and timing of the
synthetic moment rate quantified by the phase goodness-of-fit (PG) criteria defined by Kristeková et al.
(2009) and determine the final frictional parameters, in particular, the critical slip distance of the friction
law.

To constrain the model in steps 3 and 4, we choose the STFs of the SCARDEC database (Vallée & Douet,
2016, see section 4.6 for a discussion of the uncertainties associated with these solutions). Examples of the
time-frequency goodness-of-fit criteria for selected models are shown in the supporting information (Text S1
and Figure S1, calculated using ObsPy (Krischer et al., 2015)). Our preferred model parameters are presented
in this section including a summary of all model parameters in Table 1. Our model captures the interplay
of dynamic rupture transfers, geometric fault complexity, spatially smoothly varying prestress, 3-D velocity
structure, topography, viscoelastic attenuation, and off-fault plasticity.

2.1. Structural Model and Numerical Discretization
The Landers fault system consists of curved, branched, and segmented faults. We construct the geometry
of the main fault segments from photometric images of fault surface traces (Fleming et al., 1998) that we
extend to 15-km depth assuming purely vertical dip. The model includes five distinct nonplanar fault seg-
ments connected over a total length of 80 km (see Figure 1): the JVF in the most southern part of the fault
system, the KF connecting to the HVF, the EF including the connecting branch between the HVF and EF,
and the CRF in the northernmost part. The fault surface intersects the local topography, leading to fault
elevation differences of up to 1,000 m. Our model incorporates DEM data of NASA's Shuttle Radar Topog-
raphy Mission (SRTM) with 3-arcsec sampling (available from the U.S. Geological Survey, https://dds.cr.
usgs.gov/srtm/version2_1/SRTM3/, Farr et al., 2007), resampled to match a here chosen spatial topography
discretization of 500 m. A view of the resultant structural model is visualized in Figure 2.

Wollherr et al. (2018) found that the cohesive zone width may vary considerably across geometrically com-
plex fault systems, implying that a minimum intrinsic scale length needs to be resolved instead of some
average. For our preferred scenario, we measure a minimum cohesive zone width of 155 m, located at the
HVF at a depth of 8 km. Following the convergence tests conducted in Wollherr et al. (2018), a fault dis-
cretization of 200 m using polynomial basis functions of degree p = 4 or 5 (corresponding to a minimum
cohesive zone resolution of 0.78 mesh elements or 3.88 subelemental points due to the high-order approach)
sufficiently resolves the cohesive zone width to ensure convergence (Day et al., 2005). Due to the use of
subelemental Gaussian integration points, the fault is efficiently discretized by a maximum distance of
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Table 1
Summary of the Model Parameters of Our Preferred Model Described in Sections 2.1– 2.5

Symbol Parameter Value with units
𝜇s static friction 0.55 (0.44 at the EF and CRF)
𝜇d dynamic friction 0.22
Dc critical slip distance 0.62 m
c bulk cohesion depth–dependent, ranging between 2.5 and 50.0 MPa
𝜙 friction angle 0.55
vs, vp shear and P wave velocity 3-D CVM-H (Shaw et al., 2015)

𝜌 density 3-D CVM-H (Shaw et al., 2015)
Qs,Qp viscoelastic damping parameters 50 vs, 2 Qs

r nucleation patch radius 1.5 km
forced nucleation time 0.6 s

R relative prestress ratio 0.65
𝜎2 principal vertical stress (2,700–1,000) kg/m 9.8 abs(depth, m)
𝜎1, 𝜎3 principal horizontal stresses 𝜎1 orientation 11-33◦NE (Figure 1)

amplitudes determined by R, equations (2) and (3)
dx smallest element edge 200 m
p polynomial order of accuracy 4

Note. EF = Emerson fault; CRF = Camp Rock fault; CVM-H = Community Velocity Model-Harvard.

33.3 m (effective minimum cohesive zone width resolution of 4.65 points). More details on the determination
of the cohesive zone width and the required resolution are provided in Appendix A.

We define a high-resolution model area surrounding the fault traces over a width and length of 270 km
(east-west and north-south, respectively). Within this area, topography is represented by tetrahedral ele-
ments with 500 m edge length (Figure 2). Based on the locally refined and high-order spatiotemporal
discretization, the maximum resolved frequency is 1.0 Hz within 105 km distance to the fault. High frequen-
cies up to 4.0 Hz are resolved within 10-km distance to the fault trace. Figure B1 in Appendix B illustrates
the model's resolution exemplary for several stations with varying distances to the fault trace ranging from
0.47 (station LUC) to 102.8 km (station SAL located on the Salton Sea Basin).

To avoid undesired reflections from the domain boundaries, while simultaneously saving computational
costs, we gradually increase the element size by a factor of 6% from element to element up to an edge length
of 10 km outside the high-resolution model area. Equivalent mesh coarsening is applied in the volume at
depth.

2.2. On-Fault Initial Stresses
To constrain the initial stress conditions, we combine information on the regional tectonic setting, findings
of previous dynamic rupture studies, and additional numerical experiments constraining the principal stress
directions.

Principal stresses are assumed to vary linearly with depth, in accordance with rock mechanics and field
observations. Our prescribed intermediate principal stress component, 𝜎2, is purely vertical and set to the
average confining pressure of the overlying rock reduced by a constant hydrostatic pore fluid pressure (e.g.,
Suppe, 1985), that is,

𝜎2 = (2, 700 − 1, 000)kg/m3gz (1)

with gravity g = 9.8 m/s2, average rock density of 2,700 kg/m3, and depth z in meters. We further follow
Aochi and Madariaga (2003) and assume 𝜎2 = (𝜎1 + 𝜎3)∕2 and 𝛥𝜎 = (𝜎1 − 𝜎3)∕2 where 𝛥𝜎 defines the
radius of the corresponding Mohr-Coulomb stress circle. While the magnitude of 𝜎2 with respect to 𝜎1 and
𝜎3 is a fixed assumption of our model setup and in agreement with Hauksson (1994), Abers and Gephart
(2001) infer variable magnitudes for 𝜎2 ranging from 0 to 0.3 to 1.0 across the fault system. As a consequence
of our assumption, the horizontal stresses can be represented as 𝜎1 = 𝜎2 + 𝛥𝜎 and 𝜎3 = 𝜎2 − 𝛥𝜎. Using
these definitions, we derive the initial shear and normal stress in dependence of 𝛥𝜎 for a fault plane with
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Figure 2. Structural model spatially discretized by tetrahedral computational elements. Colors represent the shear
wave velocities Vs of the 3-D velocity structure given by the Community Velocity Model-Harvard (CVM-H; Shaw et al.,
2015). Fault surface segments are visualized in white. Local refinement is applied in the vicinity of the faults (200 m;
Fleming et al., 1998) and the Earth's topography (500 m; Farr et al., 2007). The fault surfaces intersect the local
topography.

orientation 𝜙:

𝜏0 = Δ𝜎 sin(2𝜙)
𝜎0

n = 𝜎2 − Δ𝜎 cos(2𝜙).
(2)

For given static and dynamic friction coefficient 𝜇s and 𝜇d, and given frictional cohesion c, the relative
prestress R ratio (Aochi & Madariaga, 2003) is defined as the fault stress drop 𝛥𝜏 over breakdown strength
drop 𝛥𝜏b:

R = Δ𝜏
Δ𝜏b

=
𝜏0 − 𝜇d𝜎

0
n

c + 𝜇s𝜎
0
n − 𝜇d𝜎

0
n
. (3)

By inserting 𝜏0 and 𝜎0
n from equation (2) into equation (3) we obtain 𝛥𝜎 and hence the magnitude of the

horizontal principal stresses 𝜎1 and 𝜎3. Note that it is particularly important to determine the horizontal
principal stress amplitudes such that the stress field is most favorably oriented at the hypocenter (Ulrich,
Gabriel, et al., 2019), ensuring that the thus optimally oriented fault plane reaches failure before any other
fault with different orientation.

The relative level of initial stress has been found to determine rupture style and rupture properties (e.g.,
Dunham, 2007; Gabriel et al., 2012, 2013). The described R ratio is related to the commonly used S value
(e.g., Das & Aki, 1977) as S = 1∕R − 1. In our simulations, we assume R = 0.65 which leads to a potential
stress drop of 65% of the breakdown strength drop across the entire fault. Numerical experiments, testing R
ratios in the range of 0.5 < R < 0.9 and different horizontal stress orientations as described below, reveal
that R = 0.65 optimally balances reasonable values of rupture speed and final slip while sustaining rupture
across all fault segments by facilitating rupture transfers.

The chosen R value corresponds to a low S value of 0.54 value indicating a rather weak fault. We note, that
in geometric complexity, the 3-D Earth model and partially viscoelasto plasticity prevent the occurrence of
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sustained supershear rupture in our preferred scenario. Conditions of apparent fault weakness were recently
found to promote rupture cascading in dynamic rupture models along complex faults (Kyriakopoulos et al.,
2019; Ulrich, Gabriel, et al., 2019; Ulrich, Vater, et al., 2019).

In terms of horizontal stress orientations, the state of stress governing the Landers main shock is only
incompletely known due to limited direct measurements of crustal stress in the Mojave block of the Eastern
California Shear Zone. The region is characterized by northwest trending strike-slip faulting and a principal
stress orientation of approximately N20◦E (Hauksson, 1994; Nur et al., 1989). The Mojave block can be sub-
divided into several distinct domains based on geometry and faulting style of tectonic activity (e.g., Dokka
& Travis, 1990; Unruh et al., 1994). While the central and northern part of the fault system (i.e., HVF, EF,
and CRF) belongs to the central Mojave block, Unruh et al. (1994) suggest that the JVF forms the eastern
boundary of a distinct domain around the San Bernardino Mountains characterized by more north striking
strike-slip faults.

To understand the details of the dynamic rupture process, the principal stress orientations across the Lan-
ders fault system are particularly important. Focal-mechanism analysis of the 1975 Galway and the 1979
Homestead Valley earthquakes, as well as of background seismicity prior to the 1992 Landers main shock,
yields a maximum principal stress angle of 38◦ to 16◦ NE (Hauksson, 1994). That is, the inferred principal
stress directions slightly rotate northward up to the EF.

While background seismicity is mainly observed in the southern part of the fault system, little is known
about the stress state prior to the Landers earthquake of the northernmost segments (Hauksson et al., 1993).
On the northern Landers fault system, an even steeper oriented maximum principal stress might be plausi-
ble, given the locally considerable higher maximum shear-strain orientation compared to the southern fault
segments (Sauber et al., 1986). Aochi and Fukuyama (2002) hypothesize a northern rotation to steep angles
based on the dynamically locked CRF in their simulations assuming a maximum principal stress orientation
of N22◦E. A steep angle of 11◦NE enabled full dynamic rupture also of the northernmost segments under a
nonrotating, depth-dependent background stress (Heinecke et al., 2014; Wollherr et al., 2018).

In this study, we allow for smoothly varying directions of maximum principal stress, consistent with regional
stress estimates (summarized in Figure 1), without any small-scale or randomized heterogeneities. The fol-
lowing model parameters are obtained by the model validation steps detailed at the beginning of section 2.
We find that, in particular, sustained rupture along and dynamic transfers in between fault segments provide
strong constraints on the horizontal stress field orientation.

We find that it is optimal in our approach to assume that the southern part of the fault system is con-
tained in the San Bernardino Mountains domain (Aochi & Fukuyama, 2002; Unruh et al., 1994), whereas all
other fault segments are considered part of the central Mojave block. Therefore, in the south we prescribe a
maximum principal stress orientation of N33◦E governing the JVF and KF. The maximum principal stress
orientation changes to 20◦ between the KF and the HVF (Hauksson, 1994). We then smoothly decrease the
principal stress direction northward from N20◦E at the HVF, consistent with the observed stress rotation
postulated by Hauksson (1994).

We perform several numerical experiments varying the principal stress orientation governing the CRF. We
find that the CRF is unfavorably orientated under any angle between 15◦ and 38◦. However, this segment
ruptured with a substantial amount of slip (Kaneda & Rockwell, 2009). Sustained rupture across the EF
and CRF occurs in our model under a locally low angle of maximum principal stress orientation of 11◦,
consistent with previous static and dynamic modeling studies of the full or southern central fault system
(Heinecke et al., 2014; Madden et al., 2013; Wollherr et al., 2018).

While the prescribed stress field orientation is laterally smooth, the varying fault strike orientation gener-
ates a heterogeneous initial stress state across all fault segments, leading to both favorably and misaligned
portions of the fault system. The Kickapoo branch and the northern part of the HVF are the most favorably
orientated segments. In contrast, the northernmost part of JVF, as well as the northernmost and southern-
most parts of the EF and CRF are not well aligned with respect to the regional principal stress orientation.
As a consequence, these fault segments experience only marginal or no slip (see section 3.2).

2.3. Frictional Properties
All frictional parameters are chosen constant across the fault system. Exceptions are the nucleation zone
and the northernmost part of the fault system, where we account for palaeoseismological evidence.
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Based on theoretical and numerical models of shear crack propagation (e.g., Ida, 1972) we use linear
slip-weakening friction. We choose a static friction coefficient 𝜇s = 0.55 close to Byerlee's coefficient con-
sistent with regional stress inversions (Gross & Kisslinger, 1997). Under linear slip-weakening friction, high
stress drop is required to facilitate rupture transition between distinct fault segments. We find that a dynamic
coefficient of friction of 𝜇d = 0.22 facilitates rupture cascading. Frictional cohesion c is set to 2 MPa for the
entire fault system. Note that we here refer to frictional cohesion as the cohesive forces acting across the two
sides of the fault discontinuity. In contrast, bulk cohesion as defined in section 2.4 describes the cohesional
material properties of the host rock. The resulting average stress drop over all slip regions is 12.5 MPa with
a maximum stress drop of 33 MPa at 8-km depth. Surprisingly high stress drops were found for the Landers
earthquake from energy to moment rate ratios (Kanamori et al., 1992; Sieh et al., 1993), also in agreement
with stress drop estimates based on a kinematic source models (Bouchon & Campillo, 1998).

We observe a strong trade-off between rupture speed and critical slip distance where Dc denotes the amount
of slip over which friction drops from 𝜇s to 𝜇d. The critical slip distance also affects rupture transitions by
determining a critical nucleation size required to initiate spontaneous rupture via dynamic triggering. Step
4 of our modeling workflow reveals that Dc = 0.62 m ensures a balance of efficient rupture transfer between
adjacent faults (in accordance with the moment rate release) and the prevention of pronounced supershear
rupture.

While previous dynamic rupture simulations of the Landers earthquake choose Dc in the range of 0.8 m
(Olsen, 1997; Peyrat et al., 2001), we find that lower Dc is required to sustain rupture across the geometrically
complex fault system. Besides geometric effects, a lower Dc can be attributed to the effect of off-fault plasticity
(Roten et al., 2017; Wollherr et al., 2018).

Paleoseismological evidences point to a large event occurring at the EF and CRF approximately 2k–3k years
ago, while the southern part of the fault system has not failed for 8k–9k years (Sieh, 1996). This suggests
locally lower fault strengths due to not yet recovered static friction or lower regional stresses due to the more
recent stress release. While we choose a constant stress ratio across the entire fault zone, we locally decrease
fault strength by choosing 𝜇s = 0.44 instead of 0.55 at the EF and the CRF segments. Our simulations reveal
that slightly weakening the CRF and EF is important to facilitate dynamically triggered rupture initiation
on these segments, which also helps to match the observationally inferred seismic moment rate (step 4 of
our modeling workflow).

Rupture in the numerical simulations is initiated using a circular nucleation patch of 1.5-km radius. Within
this zone, the friction coefficient is gradually reduced from its static to its dynamic value over a specified time
of 0.5 s (Bizzarri, 2010). Outside this zone, forced rupture is smoothly overtaken by spontaneous rupture. The
hypocentral depth is set to 7 km as constrained by source inversion (Cotton & Campillo, 1995; Hernandez
et al., 1999; Wald & Heaton, 1994).

At depth, we account for the transition from the brittle to ductile regime between −9 km and −15 km.
We linearly increase dynamic friction gradually up to static friction values which allows rupture to stop
smoothly. By increasing fault strength instead of prestress with depth, we ensure off- and on-fault stresses
are equal, which is necessary when accounting for off-fault plasticity.

2.4. Bulk Properties and Plasticity
Our model incorporates the 3-D velocity structure of the CVM-H, version 15.1.0, (Shaw et al., 2015, avail-
able at hypocenter.usc.edu/research/cvmh/15.1.0/cvmh-15.1.0.tar.gz), visualized in Figure 2. Velocity and
density information are efficiently mapped onto the parallelized computational mesh using the geoinfor-
mation server ASAGI (Rettenberger et al., 2016). The lowest shear wave velocities vs (m/s) of the domain
and across the fault determine the wave field resolution reached in the simulation. Shear wave velocities
range from 320 to 4,500 m/s in the sedimentary basin around the Salton sea. At the fault, shear wave veloc-
ities are 2,800 m/s at shallow depths and do not exceed 3,500 m/s at the bottom of the fault, determining
the upper bound for subshear rupture speeds. Besides the low-velocity basins at the Salton sea and at the
San Bernardino basin (minimum wave speed of 680 m/s), the lowest wave speeds within the high-resolution
model domain is 900 m/s. The simulation employs viscoelastic rheologies to model intrinsic attenuation
(Uphoff & Bader, 2016). We couple Q to the velocity model by using Qs = 50.0vs and Qp = 2Qs following
commonly used parameterization (Graves et al., 2008). We discuss the effect of attenuation on dynamically
triggered rupture in detail in section 4.4.
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Additionally, our model uses a computationally efficient implementation of Drucker-Prager off-fault plastic-
ity (Wollherr et al., 2018). To this end, a domain-wide initialization of initial stresses, cohesion, and friction
of the bulk (underlying rock) is required, which we base on regional observations from the Landers fault
zone area. Here, equivalent initial on- and off-fault stresses are assumed, accounting for the smooth princi-
pal stress rotation between the San Bernardino Mountain Domain and the Central Mojave block. Cohesion
differs for different rock types, and also depends on depth and the respective damage level of the host rock.
In the Landers region, the main near-surface rock type is granodiorite (Dibblee, 1967). Correspondingly, we
assume a relatively undamaged granite-type rock, described as “good quality rock” in Roten et al. (2017),
who use a Hoek-Brown model to constrain cohesion values for a given rock type and damage level. We there-
fore define a depth-dependent parameterization of cohesion, ranging from c = 2.5 MPa at the surface to
c = 30 MPa at 6 km depth and c = 50 MPa at 14 km depth. While cohesion depends on depth, bulk friction
is assumed constant in the entire model domain. We set bulk friction everywhere as equal to 0.55, resem-
bling static friction of most fault segments. While the static friction coefficient of the northern segments
is reduced (see previous section), we assume that off-fault rock properties are not considerably altered by
paleoseismological events.

In case of plastic yielding, plastic strain at time t can be mapped into the scalar quantity 𝜂(t) (Figure 10)
following Ma (2008):

𝜂(t) = ∫
t

0
d𝜂 = ∫

t

0

√
1
2

.
𝜖

p
i𝑗

.
𝜖

p
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with .
𝜖

p
i𝑗 being the inelastic strain rate.

2.5. Numerical Method
We use the open-source software package SeisSol (www.seissol.org; freely available at github.com/SeisSol/
SeisSol) to conduct large-scale dynamic rupture simulations of the 1992 Landers earthquake. SeisSol is based
on an Arbitrary high-order DERivative-Discontinuous Galerkin approach of high-order accuracy in space
and time (Dumbser & Käser, 2006; Käser & Dumbser, 2006). SeisSol solves the nonlinear problem of sponta-
neous frictional failure on prescribed fault surfaces coupled to seismic wave propagation (De la Puente et al.,
2009; Pelties et al., 2012). It allows to precisely model seismic waves traveling over large distances in terms
of propagated wavelengths with minimal dispersion errors (Käser et al., 2008) and features fully adaptive,
unstructured tetrahedral grids that allow for complicated geometries and for rapid mesh generation (Wenk
et al., 2013).

SeisSol is verified in community benchmarks addressing a wide range of dynamic rupture problems includ-
ing: branched and curved faults, dipping faults, laboratory derived friction laws, and on-fault heterogeneities
(Harris et al., 2018; Pelties et al., 2014). End-to-end optimization (Breuer et al., 2014, 2015, 2016; Heinecke
et al., 2014; Rettenberger & Bader, 2015; Rettenberger et al., 2016; Uphoff & Bader, 2019) targeting high
efficiency on high-performance computing infrastructure includes a tenfold speedup by an efficient local
time-stepping algorithm (Uphoff et al., 2017). Viscoelastic rheologies are incorporated using an offline code
generator to compute matrix products in a computationally highly efficient way. This poses an increase in
computational cost of a factor of only 1.8 in comparison to a purely elastic model (of 6) while resolving the
full memory variables (Uphoff & Bader, 2016). Similarly, the off-line code generator is used for incorporat-
ing off-fault plasticity within a nodal basis approach (Wollherr et al., 2018). The computational overhead of
off-fault plasticity falls in the range of 4.5–13.1% dependent on the number of elements that yield plastically
and the polynomial degree of the basis functions. This relatively minor increase of costs enables the use of
realistic material properties for large-scale scenarios—and we demonstrate the considerable affects of both
viscoelastic attenuation and off-fault plastic yielding on rupture dynamics and ground motion synthetics in
section 4.

The structural model in Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) coordinates is created with GoCad (Emerson
paradigm holding, 2018) and discretized using the meshing software Simmodeler (Simmetrix Inc. 2017) to
generate a mesh consisting of 20 million elements. For all presented simulations we use a spatiotemporal
discretization of polynomial degree p = 4 (5). The models accounting for off-fault plasticity and atten-
uation run for 6:53 hr on 525 nodes on supermuc phase 1. Note that the computational costs are higher
in comparison to previously presented scenarios (Wollherr et al., 2018) for a similar mesh size due to the
additional costs of viscoelastic damping and a higher order of accuracy.
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3. Results
In the following, we present a fully 3-D dynamic rupture model combining complex fault geometries and
off-fault plastic yielding with realistic rheology, viscoelastic attenuation and 3-D subsurface structure. Our
preferred model reproduces regional (moment release, waveforms, and peak ground velocities (PGVs)) and
near-fault (slip distribution, SSD, fault zone damage) observations. The model captures dynamic rupture
transfers between fault segments and helps our understanding of the activation of fault branches and the
potential for dynamic triggering of adjacent fault segments.

3.1. Rupture Dynamics
In our dynamic model rupture propagates spontaneously across five fault segments and successively cas-
cades by direct branching and dynamic triggering. The evolution of slip-rate across the fault segments at
selected time steps is visualized in Figure 3. Two additional views focusing on the KF and the branch between
the HVF and the EF and a high-resolution animation are provided in the supporting information (Figures
S2 and S3 and Movie S1).

Our simulation features very complex rupture propagation patterns. In particular, (i) we observe a variety
of rupture transfer mechanisms between fault segments: direct branching, jumping by dynamic triggering,
or combination of both, in forward and reverse direction; (ii) we find that dynamically triggered rupture
transfer is crucial to enable sustained rupture across the entire fault system; (iii) multiple rupture fronts
exist at certain times that may propagate in opposite directions, and (iv) rupture speed is highly variable in
correlation with the fault geometry, its orientation with respect to the prestress and rupture transfers.

In the following we describe in detail the source dynamics in terms of rupture propagation through the
complex fault system. Rupture smoothly nucleates within the first 0.6 s and then spontaneously propagates
across the southern part of the JVF segment. At the fault intersection with the KF, we observe complete
rupture transfer by direct branching at high rupture speed at 4 s.

After completely rupturing the KF, slip on the HVF is initiated. However, the pronounced fault bend at the
fault intersection nearly stops rupture after approximately 6.5 s rupture time creating localized small slip
patches at shallow depths at its northern part. After a delay of almost 1 s, rupture reinitiates at a depth of
7–8 km and continues breaking across the full northern extent of the HVF.

At around 11.9 s, rupture is delayed upon branching into the small fault segment connecting the HVF and
the EF. In distinction to the Kickapoo branching, rupture here also continues along its original branch until
it is stopped by the boundary of the HVF segment. The EF is first activated at shallow depth by dynamic
triggering from waves originating directly from the HVF, which eventually dies out. Rupture is activated for
a second time just a few seconds later at depth of 6 km, while a slower propagating rupture front arrives
after direct branching via the connecting segment. As a consequence, we observe multiple rupture fronts
and reversely (toward the south) propagating rupture, as well as repeated slip of the KF. Parts of the HVF
and the KF are dynamically reactivated due to the backward propagating rupture when multiple rupture
fronts at the EF meet.

After 22.3 s rupture time, the CRF is dynamically activated at a depth of 8 km by the superimposed wave
field of the preceding failure of the northern part of the HVF (16 km from the triggered part of the CRF) and
the EF (9 km from the triggered part at the CRF). Note that rupture along the EF and HVF already arrested
at that time. Rupture propagates with a strong updip component across the central part of the CRF and then
dies out shortly after reaching the surface. Fault slip completely arrests after 30 s of rupture time.

Our model allows to clearly distinguish between rupture branching and rupture (re-)nucleation by dynamic
triggering. Rupture continues along secondary fault segments (branches) whenever these are more favorably
orientated than the main fault segment. We observe rupture branching twice: between the JVF, KF and HVF
and between the HVF and the EF. In the first case, the optimal orientation of KF toward the background
stress field favors rupture propagation. Thus, rupture completely stops at the JVF and instead follows the
KF branch. For the second branching transfer (between the HVF and EF), the connecting branch is less
favorably oriented. Rupture only partially follows the branch while also continuing along the originating
fault segment (HVF).

Dynamic stresses propagate like seismic waves from rupturing fault segments toward locked parts of the
fault system, eventually nucleating rupture without requiring the direct arrival of a rupture front. Note that
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Figure 3. Slip rate across the fault system at selected rupture times illustrating dynamic rupture evolution and
complexity. Rupture successively cascades by direct branching and dynamic triggering. CRF = Camp Rock fault;
EF = Emerson fault; HVF = Homestead Valley fault; KF = Kickapoo fault; JVF = Johnson Valley fault.

the main rupture front is unable to overcome the geometrical barrier between the EF and the CRF. However,
unlike previous dynamic rupture scenarios, our model succeeds in rupturing the CRF by dynamic trigger-
ing. This is facilitated by a steep angle of principal stress direction governing the northern fault system, a
reduced fault strength, and in particular the emitted seismic waves from the almost simultaneous failure of
the northern part of the HVF and the EF. The stress changes due to failure of both fault segments are high
enough to trigger fault slip over a distance of 9 km (from the EF) and 15 km (from the HVF). The abrupt
deceleration of rupture between the KF and HVF additionally triggers small patches of shallow slip at the
HVF, and also at the most southern part of the EF, which eventually dies out (at around 7.9–9.5s).

Rupture speed vr is highly variable across the fault system. On average, we find vr ≈ 2,300 m/s consistent
with earlier studies (Hernandez et al., 1999; Wald & Heaton, 1994). Rupture accelerates and decelerates in
relation to changes of fault orientation and rupture transfers to adjacent segments. We observe very slow
local rupture speeds at geometrical barriers, such as vr = 1,200 m/s at the transition from the KF to the HVF,
and again when rupture reaches the EF.

Supershear transitions are rarely observed in nature, but due to the low resolution of the data it remains
still unclear if small supershear patches may occur locally. Small patches of supershear rupture are locally
induced in our model at shallow depths. Specifically, we observe supershear due to the interaction of the
rupture front with the free surface at the KF and at the HVF, as in previous dynamic rupture models (Olsen,
1997; Peyrat et al., 2001). Additionally, branching triggers local supershear episodes (cf. the JVF-KF branch-
ing at approximately 5.6 s rupture time). While localized supershear rupture propagation is not directly
enabling rupture transfers, we find that high rupture speeds along the KF facilitate rupture overcoming the
fault bend of the HVF.

Rupture termination, and the potential resultant generation of stopping phases, is of specific interest when
analyzing rupture in complex, multisegment fault systems (Oglesby, 2008). From a geological point of view,
it was a surprising observation to find that the northern part of the JVF did not slip (e.g., Rockwell et al.,
2000). Our dynamic rupture model provides a consistent explanation for spontaneous rupture termination
on most of the principal fault segments, although fault structures in reality continue.
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Rupture termination in our model is overall independent of the prescribed geometric fault endings, except
for the northernmost section of the HVF where rupture is stopped at the fault segment edge. The resulting
increase in plastic strain correlates well with the observed increase in damage at this location, as described
in section 3.6. In all other cases, rupture is spontaneously stopped due to local fault geometry in conjuncture
with the local principal stress orientation: First, rupture is smoothly stopped at the first fault segment in
backward direction by the change of fault orientation at the most southern part of the JVF. Second, rupture
completely follows the Kickapoo branch, not rupturing the northern part of the JVF. Additionally, rupture
only initiates in the central part of the CRF and smoothly dies out toward the southern and northern part of
the fault. These results are consistent with the rupture termination analysis by Sieh, (1996; their Figure 8).

3.2. Slip Distribution
Numerous studies estimated the on-fault slip distribution of the Landers earthquake (e.g., Campillo &
Archuleta, 1993; Cohee & Beroza, 1994; Cotton & Campillo, 1995; Fialko, 2004b; Gombert et al., 2018;
Milliner et al., 2015; Wald & Heaton, 1994). While theses studies are based on different source inversion
approaches and data sets, they overall agree that the largest slip is encountered on the HVF. However, the
inferred slip distributions also reveal a large degree of nonuniqueness owing to inherent difficulties in finite
fault slip inversion and the resulting variations in slip models (Mai et al., 2016).

The accumulated slip of our simulation is visualized in Figure 4. Additional views, in particular, to the
fault branches and the northern and southern part of the EF, are included in Figure S4 of the supporting
information. Fault slip is distributed over the southern part of the JVF, the KF, the central and northern part
of the HVF, the central EF, and the central part of the CRF. Slip below 1–2 m is observed at the southern
HVF, and also at the most southern and northern part of the EF where rupture is triggered dynamically. The
northern part of the JVF is not ruptured in our simulation.

For all fault segments, slip at depth (5–10 km) is always larger than at depths less than 5 km. Slip peaks at
7 m located at 5.5-km depth of the central HVF in the vicinity to the KF branching point. At this location,
the fault abruptly changes its orientation, forming a geometrical barrier that decelerates the rupture while
simultaneously accumulating slip.

In the northern part of the fault system the modeled coseismic slip is at odds with observations. Near-surface
slip on the CRF does not exceed 0.5 m in our simulation, while slip at depth reaches up to 4 m. In contrast,
the imaged CRF slip values are high at shallow depth (Sieh et al., 1993; Wald & Heaton, 1994). However,
Sieh (1996) and Kaneda and Rockwell (2009) suggest that the CRF might have slipped as a consequence of
static stress changes shortly after the main event. We discuss this hypothesis with respect to our simulation
results in section 4.5.

3.3. Seismic Moment Rate
The Landers earthquake was the largest earthquake in the contiguous United States in 40 years. The
total seismic moment has been inferred between 6.0e+19–16.0e+19 Nm (moment magnitude Mw 7.15–7.4)
(Campillo & Archuleta, 1993; Cohee & Beroza, 1994; Dreger, 1994; Kanamori et al., 1992; Sieh et al., 1993;
Vallée & Douet, 2016; Wald & Heaton, 1994). The seismic moment of our dynamic rupture scenario equals
M0 = 11.2e+19 Nm (Mw 7.29), in excellent agreement with previous estimates from kinematic models and
geological studies.

The multisegment character of the event reflects on the moment release over time. Most previous studies
divide it into two major subevents (Campillo & Archuleta, 1993; Cohee & Beroza, 1994; Dreger, 1994), pos-
tulating that slip on the JVF and KF released approximately 20–25% of the total seismic moment, while the
northern part of the fault system, including the JVF, the EF and CRF, released approximately 75–80%.

Figure 5 compares the moment release over time from our dynamic rupture simulation to three observation-
ally inferred moment rate functions. The seismic moment at each time step of our simulation is determined
by spatial summation of the element-local seismic moment (M0 = 𝜇 × slip × area) calculated for each
triangular element interface discretizing the fault surfaces. The optimal and average seismic moment rate
provided by the SCARDEC database (last accessed May 2018) are retrieved from teleseismic body waves
(Vallée & Douet, 2016, gray dotted and black solid lines in Figure 5). The duration of these STFs exceeds
the measured rupture duration of the Landers earthquake (e.g., Dreger, 1994; Wald & Heaton, 1994). The
extended apparent duration of the SCARDEC data set might be explained by the inclusion of P wave coda sig-
nals (Vallée & Douet, 2016). Correspondingly, we truncate the duration of the seismic moment rate function
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Figure 4. Distribution of total accumulated slip for the preferred dynamic rupture scenario after 100 s simulation time.
Coordinate axis are in Universal Transverse Mercator coordinates (km). The star marks the hypocenter at depth of
−7 km.

such that it matches with other independent studies (Campillo & Archuleta, 1993; Kanamori et al., 1992);
that is, the average moment rate is cut after 32.9 s and the optimal moment rate after 27.5 s. We dis-
cuss the uncertainties associated with STFs in section 4.6. The STF published by Kagan and Houston
(2005) (blue line in Figure 5) is based on the surface slip distribution derived by Dreger (1994). Assuming
a constant rupture velocity of 2.9 km/s as determined by Dreger (1994) and that the seismic moment along
strike is the same at all depths, the estimated peak moment amplitudes and the surface slip distribution

Figure 5. Seismic moment release over time. Our preferred dynamic
rupture model (orange) compared to the optimal and average moment rate
of the SCARDEC database (in black and dotted light gray, Vallée & Douet,
2016) and moment rate based on the surface slip (in light blue, Kagan &
Houston, 2005). The time line is taken from our simulation, the SCARDEC
solutions are shifted by −5 s accordingly to match the main moment rate
peaks as described in the main text. CRF = Camp Rock fault; EF =
Emerson fault; HVF = Homestead Valley fault; KF = Kickapoo fault;
JVF = Johnson Valley fault.

along strike of Dreger (1994) were translated into a moment rate function
over time in Kagan and Houston (2005). Since it is based on the surface
slip, the inferred moment rate might fail to capture the full variability of
the seismic moment over time but complements the STFs retrieved from
teleseismic data.

Note that we use the onset of dynamic rupture in our simulation as refer-
ence point in time and shift the moment rate of the SCARDEC solution by
5 s to match the main moment rate peaks. All moment rate functions of
Figure 5 are available in the supporting information. The seismic moment
rate of our simulation reproduces the major moment rate peaks of the
SCARDEC solution. The first is associated with rupture of the JVF and KF
within the first 7 s. The next peak between 7 and 15 s corresponds to the
failure of the HVF releasing the largest individual contribution to overall
seismic moment. Subsequently, we reproduce several distinct local peaks
after 15 s that we associate with the cascading rupture of the individual
northernmost fault segments (e.g., the EF and CRF).

Pronounced delays of moment release in observations as well as our
simulation may be correlated with rupture transferring between fault seg-
ments. Specifically, dynamic triggering (rupture jumping) has been asso-
ciated with the observed segmentation of moment release. However, our
dynamic rupture model reveals that dynamic triggering is not the only
factor reducing the moment release significantly. Specifically, rupture
deceleration due to fault geometry strongly affects the moment release,
thus complicating the inference of rupture transfers from observations.
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Rupture propagation along the HVF (at ≈7 s) is delayed by ≈0.5–1.0 s, in the SCARDEC solutions as well as
our simulation result. The moment rate provided by Kagan and Houston (2005) even accounts for a delay
of 2.0–2.5 s and a complete stop of moment release, which may correspond to the observed slip gap near the
surface (Spotila & Sieh, 1995). Previous studies interpret this delay of rupture propagation as an indication
of rupture jumping from the KF to the HVF (e.g., Campillo & Archuleta, 1993). However, our simulation
suggests that this delay rather corresponds to a slow rupture propagation after the branching between the
KF and the HVF. Rupture encounters a pronounced fault bend at the center of the HVF and is dynamically
slowed down. Rupture reinitiating is then potentially facilitated by arriving seismic waves from the failure
of previous segments as discussed in section 4.4.

The most prominent differences in the moment rate functions are found in the early rupture stage. In addi-
tion, our scenario overestimates the moment release at 17 s (rupture of the EF) with respect to the SCARDEC
solution. However, this high moment rate release at the EF could be related to the highest peak of the
moment rate of Kagan and Houston (2005) at 14 s. On the other hand, peak moment rates are underes-
timated around 10 and 15 s (rupture of the HVF and the connecting branch between the HVF and EF).
We further discuss these discrepancies in dependence of the model assumptions and artificial nucleation
procedure in section 4.1.

3.4. The Shallow Slip Deficit and Stress Drop
In this section we investigate the SSD—the reduction of shallow slip relative to slip at depth—in our simula-
tion. The SSD is frequently observed in geodetic slip inversions for major strike-slip earthquakes, including
the 1992 Landers event (e.g., Fialko, 2004b; Milliner et al., 2015). We show that an along-strike variability of
the SSD is possible, even for laterally constant rock cohesion and bulk friction.

The SSD of the Landers earthquake is estimated to be 30–60% (e.g., Cohee & Beroza, 1994; Fialko, 2004b;
Milliner et al., 2015). Recent coseismic slip models derived by a Bayesian approach suggest that the overall
SSD for the Landers event is about 40%, but might vary between fault segments (Gombert et al., 2018).

The origin of the SSD is still under debate. While Xu et al. (2016) argue that the majority of inferred SSD is
a result of poor resolution of near-fault surface data in slip inversions, it is often attributed to coseismically
occurring plastic deformation at shallow depths (e.g., Kaneko & Fialko, 2011; Milliner et al., 2015). Numer-
ical models show that shallow slip is already reduced by 18.6% in simulations with purely elastic material
properties (supporting information of Roten et al., 2017). The SSD in their simulations is further increased
when accounting for off-fault plasticity, but depends on the underlying bulk cohesion model (higher SSD
with lower rock quality). The modeled SSD on a nonplanar yet single fault plane model of the Landers sys-
tem ranges between 42.9% (good quality rock) and 28.0% (high quality rock) (Roten et al., 2017), consistent
with slip inversion results.

Let us compare the resulting slip distribution of our dynamic rupture model (on a segmented fault system
and including off-fault plasticity) to inversion results of Gombert et al. (2018) and to numerical simulations
on a single planar fault plane (Roten et al., 2017). Recall from section 2.4 that all material properties that
influence off-fault plasticity, such as bulk cohesion and bulk friction, are constant along strike.

Figure 6 shows normalized slip (bottom axis) and corresponding SSD (top axis) of our simulation. The cor-
responding SSD quantifies the slip reduction within the first 100 m from the surface with respect to the
maximum slip, similar to the definition of Roten et al. (2017). We therefore calculate the mean slip across
each fault segment within intervals of 100-m depth, considering only slip higher than 0.1 m, and then nor-
malize it by the segment's maximum mean slip. The maximum mean slip is 5.62, 6.65, 5.46, 4.13, and 2.34 m
for the JVF, KF, HVF, EF, and for the CRF, respectively. Note that the SSD functions for different fault
segments start at slightly different depths since the fault surfaces intersect with the changing topography.

Our derived SSDs vary between 29.6% and 48.2%, with an average SSD of 40.8%. The highest SSD is found
at the JVF (48.2%) and at the CRF (48.0%). An SSD of around 30% is found at the HVF while the KF depict
a SSD of 32.9%. Surface slip on the EF is reduced by around 45%. Our results indicate that variations of the
SSDs within≈20% are possible without any lateral heterogeneity of bulk cohesion. The analysis of the SSD of
the corresponding elastic simulation reveals that an even higher variability is present without plasticity (see
discussion in section 4.5.) Hence, spatial variations in SSD can be attributed to different fault orientations
and the resulting variations in dynamic rupture behavior. While our results agree well with the observational
range of 30–60%, Gombert et al., 2018's (2018) Bayesian slip inversion suggests that the maximum SSD of
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Figure 6. Slip, normalized by each segment's maximum (bottom axis) and
corresponding shallow slip deficit (top axis) for each fault segment in
dependence of fault depth for our preferred Landers simulation. Each line
represents the average over the corresponding fault segment. JVF =
Johnson Valley fault; KF = Kickapoo fault; HVF = Homestead Valley fault;
EF = Emerson fault; CRF = Camp Rock fault.

50% occurred at the HVF, which is underestimated in our model. In con-
trast, our SSD values at the JVF and EF are overestimated in comparison
to the probabilistic approach of Gombert et al. (2018). Additionally, their
shallow slip at CRF is reduced by only 20%, while we observe a SSD of
48.0%.

We infer a relatively high SSD of 50% across the first rupture segments,
which may be related to the inferred principal stress orientation. We
assume that the hypocentral region is well oriented with respect to the
principal stress orientation leading to a large amount of slip at depth.
Subsequently, rupture propagates mostly along the Kickapoo branch, pre-
venting larger surface slip at the JVF. The results are independent of
the nucleation procedure initiating spontaneous rupture, as discussed in
section 4.1.

We now compare our findings to single fault plane simulations that
include frictional heterogeneity to approximate along-strike variations in
fault strength (Roten et al., 2017). Their reported average SSD of 42.9% is
almost identical to the inferred 40.8% using a similar cohesion model but
more complex fault structures.

In our model, relatively high stress drops facilitate rupture transfers
across geometrical complexities. The scenario features a maximum stress
drop of 33 MPa at a depth of 10 km, which is slightly higher than the
maximum stress drop of 25 MPa used in Landers-type simulations by
Roten et al. (2017). The average stress drop over all positive slip regions is
12.5 MPa. Such overall high stress drops are consistent with expectations
for events with long recurrence time and the inferred global averages from
far-field waveforms (Kanamori et al., 1992; Sieh et al., 1993). However,
stress drop estimates contain substantial uncertainty: Sieh et al. (1993)
and Kanamori et al. (1992) report for instance 20–28 MPa inferred from
the ratio of radiated energy to seismic moment. An analysis of on-fault

static stress drop estimates from kinematic source models for the Landers earthquake, using the method of
Ripperger and Mai (2004), reveals stress drop averages over all positive slip regions of 6–12 MPa, and maxi-
mum stress changes of over 30 MPa within the largest asperities, consistent with our model. However, high
stress drops also increase the effect of plasticity, and as a consequence the reduction of shallow slip due to
plastic yielding along single fault planes (Roten et al., 2016). Our model indicates that similar SSD values
are possible, even for scenarios with higher stress drop but more complex fault geometries.

Finally, we compute the radiated seismic energy, using the approach of Ma and Archuleta (2006) (their
equation (5)) by subtracting the total frictional work (including fracture energy and heat energy) from the
potential energy change due to fault slip. For our preferred model, we find a radiated energy of 11.8e+15 J,
which is about 30% higher than the largest value of 8.6e+15 J reported in Venkataraman and Kanamori
(2004). However, Kanamori et al. (1992) report a value of 4.3e+15 J. Obviously, there are large uncertainties
(on the order of a factor of 2–3) in published estimates of radiated seismic energy (see also Kaneko & Shearer,
2015), likely associated with directivity effects, attenuation models, and data-processing intricacies.

3.5. Ground Motions
In the following, we compare synthetic seismograms of our preferred dynamic rupture scenario to observed
waveforms and their PGVs. The stations used for comparison are shown in Figure 7. Site names, Vs30 values
the average shear wave velocity between the surface and 30-m depth, Joyner-Boore distances RJB (the short-
est distance from a site to the surface projection of the rupture surface and hypocenter station azimuths are
summarized in Table 2. Velocity time series for the station LUC are downloaded from the PEER Ground
Motion database (https://ngawest2.berkeley.edu/). For all other stations, recorded accelerograms are down-
loaded from the Center of Engineering Strong Motion Data (http://www.strongmotioncenter.org/) and inte-
grated for velocities. Note that the scope of our study is not to fine tune the model toward detailed waveform
fitting. We rather use ground motion comparisons as an independent, additional source of information
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Figure 7. Overview map of the model domain, colored by the simulation's
peak ground motions above 5 cm/s based on GMRotD50 (Boore et al.,
2006). The white star marks the epicenter of the 1992 Landers mainshock.
Black triangles mark the seismic stations used for comparisons (for details
see Table 2). The dashed line denotes the area of RJB distance of 105 km.

after constraining our preferred model to inform us how well (or badly)
complex, fully physics-based simulations can reproduce observations.

3.5.1. PGVs
The Landers event is a prominent example for a strike-slip earthquake
with strong directivity effects, that is, exhibiting large PGV variability
with respect to the azimuth (e.g., Vyas et al., 2016). Correspondingly, we
analyze the PGVs not only in dependence of RJB distance but also with
respect to azimuth to the hypocenter.

We calculate PGVs using the sensor orientation independent measure
GMRotD50, which represents the median of the horizontal motions
rotated over all possible rotation angles (Boore et al., 2006). Figure 7 is
an overview map of our high-resolution model region depicting synthetic
PGVs exceeding 5 cm/s. The maximum synthetic PGVs exceed 200 cm/s
and are found in the vicinity of the HVF. We observe a clear directivity
effect to the north, north-north-west, while we find strong amplification
of ground motions close to the Salton Sea Basin and the San Bernardino
Basin due to low shear wave speeds in the subsurface model (see ground
motions in Figure 7).

Figure 8a compares the synthetic (PGVsyn) and the observed PGVs
(PGVobs) with respect to RJB distance. We include the standard deviation
𝜎 interval (gray error bars) of the ground motion prediction equations
(GMPEs, gray diamond, Boore & Atkinson, 2008) for each station.
The corresponding residuals (ln(PGVsyn∕PGVobs)) between the synthetic
and observed PGVs, as well as between GMPEs and observed PGVs
(ln(GMPE∕PGVobs)) are depicted in Figure 8b.

In general, our simulation results agree well with the observed PGVs, as all residuals are within 2 standard
deviations. Particularly close to the fault, our simulation results agree better with the observations than
the values inferred from GMPEs. The largest residuals are found for stations within 39–51 km RJB distance
(stations PWS, BIG, H10, IND) for which the simulations overpredict PGV values. These four stations are all
somewhat in the backward rupture directivity direction, in particular, IND and PWS. The back-propagating
rupture on the HVF in our scenario may contribute to the locally larger synthetic PGVs.

To analyze a potential azimuthal trend, we plot the residuals with respect to the hypocenter station azimuth
(Figure 8c), defined as the azimuth between the north and the line between the hypocenter and the station.
First, we observe an underestimation of the GMPEs with respect to the observations in forward direction
(≈10–39◦), as also reported by Vyas et al. (2016). In that case, our simulation results reproduce the observa-
tions much better than the generic GMPEs do for these stations. Synthetic PGVs in forward direction show
very good agreement with the recorded PGVs within 1 standard deviation. Synthetic PGVs overestimate
several stations in backward direction (>110◦), as mentioned above.

In summary, the PGVs from our simulation results agree well with observations, without any significant
error trend with respect to RJB distance and hypocenter station azimuth. The specific effects of off-fault
plasticity on the synthetic peak ground motions with respect to the directivity effect is described in section
4.2.
3.5.2. Waveforms
Next, we examine the seismic waveform characteristics of our simulations and compare them against obser-
vations. Figure 9 shows three-component seismograms for a selection of stations in forward and backward
direction, as well as perpendicular to the fault, ordered by RJB distance. All seismograms show velocities in
centimeters per second, are band-pass filtered between 0.05 and 1.0 Hz, and are normalized by the maximum
value of each component of the recorded seismogram, similar to Graves and Pitarka (2010). The maximum
values of each component is annotated above the time series. Some of the observational strong motion
recordings lack exact timing information, hence, we cross-correlate them with our synthetics for tempo-
ral alignment. The synthetic velocities of all other stations listed in Table 2 are provided in the supporting
information (Figures S6–S15).
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Table 2
Stations Used in This Study, Including Site Name, Latitude and Longitude, Vs30 Value (Used to Calculate the
Corresponding GMPE Values), Joyner-Boore Distance RJB, and Hypocenter Station Azimuth From North

Station Name Lat Lon Vs30 (m/s) RJB (km) Azimuth (◦)
LUC Lucern 34.57 −116.61 685 0.47 −22.57
JST Joshua Tree 34.13 −116.31 379 9.04 125.23
MVF Morongo Valley 34.05 −116.58 345 17.93 −141.47
DHS Desert Hot Springs 33.96 −116.51 345 21.12 −164.86
YER Yermo 34.90 −116.82 354 24.37 −25.03
BRS Barstow 34.89 −117.05 371 33.37 −36.77
PSA Palm Springs Airport 33.83 −116.50 207 34.88 −171.24
PWS Twentynine Palms 34.02 −116.01 685 39.37 116.64
BIG Big Bear 34.22 −116.94 415 40.98 −85.00
H10 Silent Valley 33.85 −116.85 685 51.32 −135.01
IND Indio 33.72 −116.16 345 52.09 154.30
HSP Hesperia 34.41 −117.31 371 58.31 −74.41
FRT Fort Irwin 35.27 −116.68 345 64.97 −11.36
AMB Amboy 34.56 −115.74 270 67.78 57.19
H05 Hemet 33.73 −116.98 339 69.00 −136.00
MEC Mecca 33.56 −115.99 318 74.58 149.40
NPA North Shore Salton Sea 33.50 −115.91 265 83.89 147.75
BOR Boron 35.00 −117.65 291 87.33 −51.49
WWS Wrightwood 34.37 −117.66 506 88.41 −80.56
SAL Salton City 33.28 −115.98 325 102.80 157.51

Note. Stations are ordered with respect to RJB distance. GMPE = ground motion prediction equation.

The waveform comparisons show very good agreement between simulations and observations, although
not all details of the recordings are reproduced. However, this does not come as a surprise, because our
study does not attempt to find an optimized source parameterization to fit waveforms (in distinction to
kinematic (e.g., Cotton & Campillo, 1995) or dynamic source inversions (Gallovic et al., 2019a, 2019b)). Still,
our synthetic waveforms capture the main S wave pulses, amplitudes, and shaking duration, indicating the
quality of dynamic rupture model.

To quantitatively compare the fit between synthetic and observed waveforms, we use a misfit criterion that
evaluates the phase and envelope misfit based on a time frequency representation of the signals, following
the goodness-of-fit measurement (GoF) of Kristeková et al. (2009 their equations 15 and 16). The GoF eval-
uates the level of agreement and is suitable for comparing observed and synthetic waveforms. The detailed
analysis of the waveform misfit can be found in the supporting information, including visualizations of the
time-frequency envelope- and phase-GoFs (Text S2 and Figures S6–S15). The GoF determines a number
between 0 (poor) and 10 (identical) to quantify the phase (PG) and envelope (EG) fit between two signals.
The PG and EG for each station and each component are summarized in Tables S1 and S2 of the support-
ing information. In average, we find an EG of 4.64 and a PG of 5.25, which confirms the good agreement
between synthetics and observations. The poorest fit is found for the EG of station PSA (1.94), while the
maximum GoF values reach close to 8 for the PG of some components of stations BOR, YER, and BRS.

In the forward direction, the main velocity pulses at stations YER and BRS are well reproduced with an
average EG of around 5 and average PG of 7 over all components. At YER, waveform characteristics and
amplitudes agree very well on all three components. For BRS, both horizontal components are very consis-
tent, while for the vertical component the synthetic waveform is substantially larger. For these two stations
we also notice that our simulations are not quite able to reproduce the coda wave behavior following the
main pulses, possibly due to the influence of unmodeled small-scale heterogeneity that leads to seismic scat-
tering. This changes, to some extent, for the farther-away stations BOR and FRT. Both are located north of
the fault but not exactly in the expected forward-directivity cone. In both cases, the synthetics well repro-
duce not only the dominant source-related shear wave pulses (of about 5 s duration) but also the later part
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Figure 8. (a) Peak ground velocities (PGVs) synthetic (PGVsyn, blue) and observed (PGVobs, orange) in dependence of
Joyner-Boore distance RJB for all stations in Figure 7. Gray diamonds represent corresponding ground motion
prediction equation (GMPE) values (Boore & Atkinson, 2008) (including its standard deviation shown as gray bars). (b)
PGV residuals, calculated as ln(PGVsyn∕PGVobs) for synthetic and observed PGVs (blue dots) and ln(GMPE∕PGVobs)
for GMPE values and observed PGVs (gray diamonds) in dependence of RJB. (c) Corresponding PGV residuals, in
dependence of hypocenter station azimuth. The dark and light gray shaded areas show the 𝜎 and 2𝜎 standard deviation
interval, respectively.

of the waveforms (at least in a statistical sense). On all three components, the amplitudes are well matched
at stations BOR and FRT as indicated by an EG value in average above 5.

In backward direction (i.e., to the south of the fault system), we obtain good agreement at station DHS
for an ≈10 s-long source-dominated shear wave that arrives in two distinct wave packages (spaced about
6–7 s apart). Amplitudes match reasonably well, but coda waves (due to scattering) are not well reproduced.
A similar pattern evolves for stations to the east of the fault (e.g., AMB) and to the west (e.g., BIG). The
source-dominated shear waves are in excellent agreement (though the amplitudes of the synthetics at BIG
are higher by a factor 2–5), while the coda behavior is not well reproduced.

For the frequency range considered here, scattering due to topography and a rather smooth 3-D Earth model
is too weak to generate realistically scattered waves (Imperatori & Mai, 2015), thereby affecting the waveform
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Figure 9. Observed (black) and synthetic (orange) seismic velocities in centimeters per second for a selection of
stations (Figure 7). All seismograms are band-pass filtered between 0.05 and 1 Hz. The waveforms are normalized by
the maximum value of each component of the observation (stated above each trace) and ordered by their RJB distance.
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misfit. Note, however, that the farthest recording (at SAL) demonstrates a very consistent overall waveform
character, including the coda waves, as regional wave propagation effects dominate (e.g., the sedimentary
basin of the Salton Sea). To reduce the path and side effects and to focus on the source characteristics, we
further present the corresponding displacements in the supporting information (Figure S16).

The closest station to the fault trace, Lucerne station (LUC), recorded strong motions in only 470-m dis-
tance from our modeled fault trace of the EF. We note, that the waveforms in the synthetic seismogram
show lower agreement with observations in terms of amplitudes and phases, in contrast to the synthetics for
other stations in forward direction (such as YER and BRS). Additionally, the amplitude on the north-south
component of LUC is overpredicted by our simulations, while the east-west component is underpredicted
(in each case about a factor 2).

3.6. Off-Fault Deformation
During earthquake rupture, the released energy is not only accommodated by frictional sliding on the fault
and radiated seismic waves but also absorbed by inelastic processes such as plastic deformation in the vicin-
ity of the fault. Off-fault deformation thus poses a key component in the energy budget of earthquakes (e.g.,
Kanamori & Rivera, 2006; Rice et al., 2005). Relationships between the width of the damage zone and fault
displacement provide helpful insight into the associated fault growth and rupture processes (e.g., Faulkner
et al., 2011).

Milliner et al. (2015) correlate pairs of aerial photographs before and after the 1992 Landers earthquake to
map coseismic off-fault deformation. The corresponding fault zone width is defined as the perpendicular
extent of surface shear to either side of the fault. They find that the magnitude and width of the mapped
off-fault deformation correlates with geometrical complexity of fault surface traces.

Figure 10 compares the accumulated plastic strain distribution at the surface in our simulation with fault
zone width (FZW) measurements (Milliner et al., 2015). Here, we focus on the qualitative characteristics
of the synthetic plastic strain distribution and its relation to fault geometry, as the numerical resolution
does not allow for quantitatively translating the dynamically induced plastic strain fields into mapped fault
damage zones. Our simulation reproduces key features of the mapped fault zone width, in particular, the
drastic increase of off-fault damage in geometrically complex fault regions. Note that all simulation results
are linked to the here prescribed fault geometry, which cannot account for coseismic creation of new rupture
branches or a new linkage of existing ones.

Following the fault trace from south to north, an increase of FZW for both the mapped and modeled damage
zones can be observed, particularly at the southernmost part of the JVF. Close to the branching point to
the KF, at around 3,795 km UTM northing and 550 km UTM easting, our model predicts an increase in
plastic deformation on the extensional side of the fault which agrees with the FZW of Milliner et al. (2015).
The region with highest plastic strain between 3,800 and 3,810 km UTM northing is clearly correlated with
the observed increase of the FZW. Although the southernmost part of the EF did not fully rupture in the
simulation, shallow fault slip still triggers plastic deformation very narrowly around the fault trace. Both
models show an increase in fault zone complexity at the transition of the HVF and EF (see inset to Figure 10).
In particular, the dynamic rupture scenario reveals how the accumulated plastic strain connects the ends of
the HVF and the EF. The northernmost part of the fault system lacks off-fault plastic deformation, owing to
the lack of shallow slip at the CRF.

Due to the lack of observational constraints, our models include laterally homogeneous plasticity parame-
ters (bulk cohesion and bulk friction). While major features of the modeled off-fault deformation pattern
are related to the changing fault orientation, the existing discrepancies might be related to missing hetero-
geneous structure along the fault segments. Off-fault deformation correlates with the near-surface lithology
that either promotes or prevents off-fault damage (Milliner et al., 2016; Zinke et al., 2014).

An observed increase of the FZW close to the hypocenter suggests that the fault zone structure may be locally
more complex than our modeled fault surface representation. Accounting for a more complex geometry
would potentially slow down rupture and/or reduce the energy release at the JVF (Zielke et al., 2017; see
also section 4.1). Small-scale fault roughness, as observed for natural faults (e.g., Candela et al., 2012) is not
included in our model, but potentially may lead to a strong signature in the simulated plastic deformation
(Dunham et al., 2011b; Shi & Day, 2013).
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Figure 10. Fault zone width (FZW) compiled by Milliner et al. (2015) from aerial photograph correlations (left) in
comparison to the accumulated plastic strain from the presented dynamic rupture simulation (middle). The right
figure shows an inset at the transition from the HVF to EF. JVF = Johnson Valley fault; KF = Kickapoo fault; HVF =
Homestead Valley fault; EF = Emerson fault; CRF = Camp Rock fault; UTM = Universal Transverse Mercator.

At the transition between the HVF and EF, our model geometry accounts only for one branch, while fault
trace mappings show two subsequent branches to the EF (Milliner et al., 2015; Sieh et al., 1993). Interest-
ingly, the simulated plastic strain, resulting from the abrupt stopping of the rupture at the prescribed end of
the HVF surface, exactly connects the HVF and EF where the second branch is observed. Hence, this con-
nection may have been created or enhanced during the 1992 Landers event. In order to investigate whether a
connecting branch slipped coseismically, future simulations would need to explicitly include such segment
into the prescribed fault network geometry.

4. Discussion
Sustained rupture along the geometrical complex fault of the 1992 Landers earthquake provides strong con-
straints on the model parameters such as stress orientation, stress amplitudes, and friction. Our source
model shows good agreement with estimated moment release rate, recorded PGVs, and key features of the
observed off-fault deformation patterns. We discuss in the following further implications, potential improve-
ments, but also the sensitivity to variations in prior assumptions of the preferred dynamic rupture model.
The variations of the discussed models, their abbreviated names and their corresponding envelope and phase
goodness-of-fit, quantifying the agreement between the modeled moment rate and the average and opti-
mal SCARDEC moment rate, are summarized in Table 3. Lastly, we discuss uncertainties associated with
observationally inferred STFs and implications for our modeling approach in section 4.6.

4.1. Early Moment Release and Earthquake Initiation
Our preferred Landers earthquake scenario slightly overestimates seismic moment release within the first
10 s (Figure 5) compared to the SCARDEC solutions (Vallée & Douet, 2016). The higher moment release
occurs during nucleation, rupture across the JVF, and branching into the KF. It has been shown that rup-
ture initiation of spontaneous rupture simulations is highly sensitive to the choice of numerical nucleation
procedure (Galis et al., 2014) and initial stress and strength on- and off-fault (Gabriel et al., 2012, 2013) in
the hypocentral region. We here discuss potential reasons and improvements specifically with respect to
earthquake nucleation and the parameterization of the first segments of the fault system.

Dynamic rupture simulations are initiated by an artificial nucleation procedure on a predefined nucleation
patch (section 2.3). This leads to a rapid start of rupture, which is further enhanced by the favorable orienta-
tion of the hypocentral fault region with respect to the regional stress field. However, observations indicate
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Table 3
Summary of the Model Variations Discussed in Section 4, Their Abbreviated Names and the Corresponding
Envelope Goodness-of-Fit (EG) and Phase Goodness-of-Fit (PG) of the Moment Release Rate With Respect to the
Average (avg) and Optimal (opt) SCARDEC Moment Rate

Visco- Stress along Critical slip EG PG
Model name elasticity Plasticity the KF distance Dc avg/opt avg/opt
VP-KF0-062 yes yes KF0 0.62 m 7.85/8.03 8.24/8.39
(preferred)
VP-KF1-062 yes yes KF1 0.62 m 3.68/3.6 5.23/4.56
VP-KF2-062 yes yes KF2 0.62 m 5.79/5.89 4.15/4.43
VE-KF0-062 yes no KF0 0.62 m 8.42/8.33 8.96/8.61
VE-KF0-072 yes no KF0 0.72 m 8.59/8.39 8.79/8.52
P-KF0-062 no yes KF0 0.62 m 8.37/8.52 8.65/8.69

Note. The details of the varying rotation of stresses governing the Kickapoo fault in models VP-KF0/KF2-062
are explained in section 4.1. The elastic models VE-KF0-062 and VE-KF0-072 are compared to our pre-
ferred model in section 4.2, while the influence of attenuation (comparison between model VP-KF0-062 and
P-KF0-062) is discussed in section 4.4. Model variations with respect to the preferred model are highlighted
in bold.

that rupture started gradually during the first 3 s, likely due to a small foreshock in the vicinity of the
epicenter (e.g., Abercrombie & Mori, 1994; Campillo & Archuleta, 1993).

We find that rupture dynamics and associated moment release remain robust across the first fault segment
when varying nucleation patch size, forced rupture time, or forced rupture speed within the nucleation
patch. This allows to also examine if the prescribed nucleation procedure affects spontaneous rupture behav-
ior at the JVF. Spontaneous rupture is delayed, but still initiates for radii as small as 0.5 km. For larger
radii (up to 4.5 km), rupture initiates faster; however, the moment release rate remains unchanged. Similar
behavior is found for varying the time of the forced nucleation tnuc: for shorter nucleation times (0.2 s) rup-
ture initiates faster, but spontaneous rupture outside the nucleation patch is identical. We find that rupture
speed and moment release rate outside the nucleation patch are not changed by varying the forced rupture
speed within the nucleation patch vnuc in the range of 2,000 to 3,300 m/s.

Mapped surface traces and distributed off-fault deformation indicate that structural complexity is enhanced
close to the hypocenter (Liu et al., 2003; Milliner et al., 2015). The rapid rupture initiation could potentially be
delayed by considering fault structures more complex than the curved, yet purely strike-slip fault geometry
used in our simulation. Including small-scale geometrical roughness may additionally slow down rupture
and limit the stress drop (Dunham et al., 2011a; Mai et al., 2017; Shi & Day, 2013; Zielke et al., 2017), while
simultaneously increasing off-fault damage.

The 5-km short connecting KF plays a crucial role for early moment release by linking the JVF and HVF
faults. Despite its short length, it slipped with a maximum of nearly 3 m (Hill et al., 1980; Sowers et al.,
1994). However, local principal stress orientation is not well constrained, since it is not clear whether this
fault branch is part of the San Bernardino or the Central Mojave domain (Unruh et al., 1994).

We observe a second relatively high peak of moment release rate at 6 s (Figure 11) related to slip at the KF.
Decreasing the angle of principal stress orientation acting on this fault step-over branch reduces this peak.
In our preferred model, the KF experiences an equivalent angle of maximum compressive stress (33◦) as the
JVF (hereafter referred to as KF0; section 2.2). However, if the KF already constitutes the transition between
the San Bernardino and the Central Mojave domains, its local stress orientation might be steeper.

Correspondingly, we test two variations in stress orientations across the KF, which respectively vary its
strength while rupture in all three models is initiated by the same nucleation procedure. First, background
stresses smoothly rotate from 33◦, starting at the beginning of the KF and reaching 20◦ at the intersection
with the HVF (model VP-KF1-062 with rotation KF1). The black line in Figure 11 demonstrates the reduced
moment release rate between 4–7 s, related to rupture on the KF, for this case. However, subsequently rup-
ture completely arrests at the JVF, and thus is unable to propagate across the remaining fault segments.
As a consequence, the agreement between the modeled moment rate and the SCARDEC moment rates
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Figure 11. Seismic moment rate of our preferred model (orange) in
comparison to two models with changed principal stress orientation
governing the KF: Model VP-KF1-062 (black) assumes a linear transition of
the stress regime of the JVF to the HVF (33◦ to 20◦) starting at the
beginning of the KF and ending at the intersection with the HVF. Model
VP-KF2-062 (light blue) features the same transition to 20◦ at the HVF but
starting in the center of the KF. JVF = Johnson Valley fault; KF = Kickapoo
fault; HVF = Homestead Valley fault; EF = Emerson fault; CRF = Camp
Rock fault.

is reduced in comparison to our preferred model, as indicated by the
lower EG and PG values (see Table 3). This illustrates the sensitivity of
our modeling approach to the dynamics of rupture transfers.

Second, we test the hypothesis that the initial part of the KF is favor-
ably oriented (33◦, to promote branching), while stresses start to rotate
to 20◦ only in the center of the KF (model VP-KF2-062 with rotation
KF2, light blue line in Figure 11). In this case, the moment release rate
between 4 and 7 s is still decreased with respect to our preferred model,
but not as pronounced as for model variation 1. Rupture initiation at the
HVF is drastically delayed by 5.5 s in comparison to our preferred model.
After reinitiation, rupture overcomes the fault bend barrier and breaks
the entire fault system. The rupture path is very similar to the preferred
model, highlighting the robustness of the source dynamics described in
section 3.1.

Our numerical experiments therefore suggest a locally steeper angle
of principal stress orientation in order to better match the estimated
moment release rate within the first 10 s of rupture. However,due to the
resulting rupture delay at the HVF, the agreement is reduced after 10 s, as
also shown by the lower EG and PG values with respect to the preferred
model (see Table 3). Such steeper principal stress orientation along the KF
may therefore require other mechanisms facilitating rupture transfers,
such as (i) more complex fault geometries, including additional connect-
ing fault segments as seen in fault traces by Liu et al. (2003), (ii) fault
weakening mechanisms, such as strong velocity-weakening friction or

the effect of thermal pressurization, since there is evidence of a fluid-saturated upper crust, (Fialko, 2004a),
and (iii) compliant fault zones with reduced rigidity promoting rupture propagation (Finzi & Langer, 2012a).
Investigating the effects of these physical mechanisms on the dynamic rupture process of the Landers
earthquake will be hopefully addressed in future work, but is beyond the scope of this study.

4.2. The Effect of Off-Fault Plasticity on the SSD, Rupture
Transfer, and Moment Rate

In nature, high stresses during earthquake rupture are accommodated by inelastic processes near the crack
tip, but also in the bulk, such as plastic deformation of the host rock. Off-fault plastic response is an impor-
tant physical process that needs to be considered in realistic models of rupture dynamics, for example, to
limit on-fault stresses and slip rates as well as peak ground shaking levels (Andrews, 2005; Roten et al., 2017)
and to enable comparisons with mapped off-fault deformation patterns (Milliner et al., 2015). Plastic strain
accumulates when the rupture path deviates from planarity, for example, at changes of fault strike orienta-
tion, branching, or segment endings. Wollherr et al. (2018) demonstrate the influence of nonelastic material
behavior on the spatiotemporal rupture transfer processes across the geometrical complexities of the Lan-
ders fault system. Off-fault plasticity also delays rupture arrivals across the entire fault, even to a larger
extent than reported for scenarios on planar faults (Roten et al., 2015; Wollherr et al., 2018). In direct com-
parison of purely elastic scenarios and those including plasticity, slip is found to be locally higher but more
concentrated. As a result, moment magnitudes are comparable with and without plasticity, even though the
rupture path differs dynamically.

We now compare the results of our preferred model that includes off-fault plasticity to simulations with
purely elastic material properties (model VE-KT0-062) and discuss the effect of off-fault deformation on the
corresponding SSD, moment release rate, and rupture transfer on this complex fault system. The normalized
slip and the corresponding SSD of the purely elastic simulation is visualized in the supporting information
(Figure S5, similar to Figure 6). The inferred SSD falls in between 11.7% and 44.2%. The highest SSD is found
at the JVF (44.2%). An SSD of 32.2% and 35.8% is found at the KF and the EF, respectively. Slip in the shallow
part is reduced by 20.5% at the HVF and by 11.7% at the CRF.

In contrast to our preferred model with plasticity, the purely elastic simulation depicts lower SSDs along
all fault segments. The SSD is increased between 0.7% (KF) and 36% (CRF) by plasticity. Interestingly,
along-strike spatial variations of the SSD of up to 33% become apparent also in the elastic simulation
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Figure 12. Seismic moment release rate of our preferred model including
off-fault plasticity (VP-KF0-062, orange), compared to an identically
parameterized but purely elastic simulation (VE-KF0-062, black), and an
elastic simulation with a higher critical slip distance Dc (VE-KF0-072, light
blue). JVF = Johnson Valley fault; KF = Kickapoo fault; HVF = Homestead
Valley fault; EF = Emerson fault; CRF = Camp Rock fault.

(with plasticity: 20%). As a consequence, the spatial variations can be
attributed to the fault geometry and velocity structure and their influence
on the resulting rupture dynamics, rather than to the influence of the
heterogeneous occurrence of off-fault plasticity.

While the estimated SSDs of the Bayesian approach by Gombert et al.
(2018) along some segments show better agreement with our preferred
model including plasticity (i.e., at the HVF), their SSDs along other seg-
ments is better represented by the purely elastic results (i.e., at the CRF).
In addition to the influence of fault geometry and rupture dynamics on
the spatial variation of the SSD, these results suggest that off-fault defor-
mation might be more pronounced on some segments than on others.
However, our preferred model accounting for off-fault plastic deforma-
tion is characterized by laterally homogeneous plasticity characteristics
(cohesion and friction of the host rock). Further information of lateral
varying plastic material properties such as bulk cohesion and bulk fric-
tion that control the amount of plasticity along each fault segment might
therefore be taken into account in future simulations.

Figure 12 depicts the corresponding moment release rate of our pre-
ferred simulation (model VP-KT0-062, orange) to an equivalent scenario
assuming purely elastic material response (model VE-KT0-062, black).
The model parameterization is otherwise exactly the same. The resulting

seismic moment is Mela
0 =11.102e+19 Nm (Mela

w 7.292), compared to M0 =11.106e+19 Nm (Mw 7.293) of
preferred model with off-fault plasticity.

While the overall seismic moment is almost identical for both cases, the moment release is distributed
slightly differently during the intermediate rupture stage: We find that rupture transfers across geometrical
barriers are generally enhanced if off-fault plasticity is neglected. The rupture transfer between the KF and
the HVF is facilitated by the purely elastic material response (at 11 s in Figure 12), and rupture also trans-
fers faster between the HVF and EF, leading to a smaller gap in moment rate release (at 12 s). Consequently,
rupture at the CRF is initiated ≈ 5 s earlier than in the simulation with off-fault plasticity (compare the last
moment rate peak for both scenarios).

Facilitated rupture transfers within the elastic model (VE-KF0-062) nominally increase the agreement
between the corresponding moment rate and the SCARDEC moment rates (higher EG and PG values in
comparison to the preferred model, see Table 3). However, our preferred model accounting for off-fault
plastic deformation is not only capturing the crucial physics of off-fault deforming rocks that accommo-
date the unphysically high stresses and high slip rates typical for purely elastic dynamic rupture simulations
(Andrews, 2005); it also allows comparison to newly available optical correlation data of fault zone width
which cannot be captured in purely elastic models. Our preferred model results suggest that off-fault plas-
tic deformation may vary along strike and specifically may be less pronounced across the CRF, similar to
our findings with respect to the SSD. Future models may explore the interaction of rupture transfers, plastic
deformation, and spatially varying bulk cohesion and friction models in dependence of each fault segment
or even smaller scales.

Interestingly, our numerical tests reveal that fully elastic simulations can partially emulate our preferred
model when increasing the critical slip distance Dc. In this case, moment release rate and rupture transfer
dynamics are preserved, but exhibit slower rupture speeds and longer delays when transferring to adjacent
segments due to an increased critical size (e.g., Ampuero et al., 2002; Bizzarri, 2010; Galis et al., 2014) to
initiate self-sustained rupture by dynamic triggering.

For simulations based on linear slip weakening friction including off-fault plasticity (i.e., the reference case),
we find that both relatively high stress drops and a relatively low critical slip distance of Dc = 0.62 m, are
required to sustain rupture along the segmented faults. In particular, the geometrical barrier at the center
of the HVF, as well as the transition between the HVF and the EF, pose strong boundary conditions for
sustained rupture. When increasing Dc only to Dc = 0.64 m, we observe rupture delays of more than 5 s
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between the KF and the HVF. For values of Dc > 0.64 m we observe a complete stop of rupture before
breaking all segments.

In the corresponding elastic simulations, rupture transfers are facilitated by the lack of plastic deformation
in the vicinity of geometrical barriers (e.g., Wollherr et al., 2018). For example, by increasing Dc to 0.72 m
in the elastic simulation (i.e., increasing the fracture energy by 16%), rupture and the transition between
distinct fault segments are distinctly slowed down (model VE-KT0-072, light blue line in Figure 12). The
resulting seismic moment of Mela

0 = 10.057e+19 Nm (Mela
w 7.279) is very similar to the seismic moment of

our preferred model.

4.3. The Effect of Off-Fault Plasticity on Peak Ground Motions
Let us examine the effects on peak ground motions for these three scenarios. Ground motions in seismic
hazard assessment are typically described by GMPEs that depend mainly on event magnitude, source-to-site
distance, and site effects (e.g., the Vs30 value), but other source-related and path-related effects may be impor-
tant, too. However, standard GMPEs fail to describe ground motions of earthquakes with strong directivity
effects, varying rupture speed or 3-D velocity structures including low-velocity basins (e.g., Graves et al.,
2008; Ramirez-Guzman et al., 2015; Roten et al., 2019; Spudich & Chiou, 2008; Withers, Olsen, Shi, & Day,
2018; Withers, Olsen, Day, & Shi, 2018). Therefore, dynamic rupture simulations like ours are useful to
possibly complement GMPEs by exploring physically possible parameter spaces.

Ground motions in dynamic rupture simulations on single faults are reduced by off-fault plastic yielding
(Roten et al., 2014, 2015); however, the combined effects of plastic deformation, physics-based dynamic
rupture transfers, and directivity on the ground motion properties for complex geometry faults has not yet
been analyzed. For this purpose, we examine the mean peak ground motions and their variability for the
three scenarios discussed above. The corresponding PGV maps can be found in Appendix C.

4.3.1. Azimuthal Dependence of PGVs
First, we analyze the dependence of PGVs on receiver-epicenter azimuth to help understand directivity
effects in our simulations under different material responses. Interestingly, this effect has not yet been ana-
lyzed systematically for dynamic rupture simulations with and without off-plasticity. Our results show that
off-fault plasticity reduces the mean PGVs mainly in forward direction, while they are increased in backward
direction. This effect can be only partially mitigated by decreasing the rupture speed (e.g., by increasing Dc)
in purely elastic simulations.

We calculate the PGVs of 250,000 synthetic stations distributed within 1 km and 105 km RJB distance of the
fault trace using GMRotD50 (Boore et al., 2006). These stations are binned with respect to their azimuth to
the epicenter with a bin width of 15◦, resulting in at least 7,000 stations per bin.

Figure 13 shows the azimuthal dependence of the mean value of PGVs 𝜇PGV calculated for each bin and for
all three scenarios. We observe differences in absolute PGVs between our scenarios, especially in the forward
and backward directions. The purely elastic simulation model VE-KT0-062 (black) exhibits the highest 𝜇PGV
reaching up to 47.1 cm/s in forward direction (between −30◦ and −15◦). The increase of Dc from 0.62 to 0.72
m (model VE-KT0-072) decreases 𝜇PGV by up to 11% in forward direction. Plasticity reduces 𝜇PGV by up to
35% compared to an identical elastic simulation with Dc = 0.62 m. However, the directions between −90◦

and −45◦ and 45◦ and −135◦ experience very similar 𝜇PGV for all three scenarios. In backward direction
(between 150◦ and 165◦),𝜇PGV is elevated and peaks for the simulation with off-fault plasticity and the elastic
simulation with increased Dc.

While some of the increase of 𝜇PGV in backward directivity is attributed to the low-velocity basin around the
Salton Sea that generates basin-amplification effects (see Figure 7), we can also attribute our results to the
geometrical complexity of the fault system. Rupture propagation is slowed down at geometrical barriers or
fault branches by the occurrence of plastic yielding which leads to an increase of reversely propagating rup-
ture. We observe that lower rupture speeds and longer delays at geometrical barriers lead to more backward
traveling seismic waves, which further increase PGVs in backward direction.

We conclude that the effect of plasticity can only be partially emulated by a rupture speed decrease (e.g.,
increasing Dc) in purely elastic simulations: the simulation with plasticity and the elastic simulation with
increased Dc show similar 𝜇PGV between −180◦ and −45◦ and 45◦ and 180◦, but the purely elastic simulation
still overestimates the directivity effect between −45◦ and 45◦.
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Figure 13. Azimuthal dependence of mean PGV denoted as 𝜇PGV for our preferred model (orange), the corresponding
elastic simulation (black), and the elastic simulation with increased Dc (light blue) for all stations between 1 km and
105 km RJB distance (bin width = 20 km). The circle radii represent the number of stations in each bin.

4.3.2. Distance Dependence of PGVs
Let us now investigate the distance dependence of the mean PGVs 𝜇PGV for the three simulations. Plastic
yielding primarily appears in the vicinity of the fault, but corresponding PGV maps show reductions (beyond
the standard geometrical spreading) over large distances (Roten et al., 2014). To investigate this effect sys-
tematically, all stations are binned with respect to their RJB distances using a bin widths of 20 km (at least
25,000 stations per bin). Figure 14a shows the mean PGV 𝜇PGV for each of these bins.

In general, the elastic simulations show higher 𝜇PGV over all distances in comparison to our preferred model
with plasticity. Larger differences are visible close to the fault where plasticity reduces 𝜇PGV by 21.9% within
the first 20 km, while𝜇PGV is reduced by on average 12.4% between 85 and 105 km RJB distance. By increasing
Dc in the purely elastic simulations, 𝜇PGV is reduced by 10.8% within the first 50 km (still 12.4% difference
to the simulation with plasticity), but shows almost identical behavior for larger distances compared to the
elastic simulation with Dc = 0.62 m.

GMPEs commonly assume a constant ground motion variability (Boore & Atkinson, 2008), independent of
the distance to the fault. However, a distance-dependent variability is found for kinematic simulations of the
Landers earthquake assuming purely elastic material properties (Vyas et al., 2016). Different ground motion
variability values might have a significant impact on the results of seismic hazard analysis (e.g., Bommer &
Abrahamson, 2006; Restrepo-Velez & Bommer, 2003; Strasser et al., 2009). Here, we additionally investigate
the distance dependence of ground motion variability in dynamic rupture simulations on complex faults
including off-fault plasticity.

Figure 14b shows the standard deviation of the logarithmic PGVs 𝜙log(PGV) for each bin in comparison to the
constant value of 0.56 used by the GMPE of Boore and Atkinson (2008). The variability is in general higher
than 0.56 for the purely elastic simulations although 𝜙log(PGV) is already reduced by 4.4% in average when we
increase Dc. The simulation with plasticity shows the smallest ground motion variability, ranging from 0.65
(0–20 km bin) to 0.50 (85–105 km bin), very close to what is used in GMPEs by Boore and Atkinson (2008).
In the simulation with plasticity, high stresses are limited by plastic yielding, which results in a reduction
and smoothing of on-fault slip rates (e.g., Wollherr et al., 2018). As a consequence of the smoother peak slip
rates, the resulting ground motions have lower variability.

Overall, we observe only a small distance dependence of ground motion variability for the simulations
using purely elastic rock properties, in contrast to what is reported by Vyas et al. (2016). However, they
employ kinematic source models of the 1992 Landers earthquakes using a second-order accurate general-
ized finite-difference code (Ely et al., 2008). They find that the variability is much higher close to the fault (in
average 0.79), and reduces to a constant value of 0.6 only at 100-km distance (Figure 5 in Vyas et al., 2016).

We argue that the smoother final slip distribution of our dynamic rupture source models is responsible
for the lower variability of simulated ground motions. In our model, the highest slip is always located at
depth, and it is very smoothly distributed across the fault segments (Figure 4). In contrast, Vyas et al. (2016)
use kinematic source models of Cotton and Campillo (1995), Hernandez et al. (1999), Wald and Heaton
(1994), Zeng and Anderson (2000), and Cohee and Beroza (1994), which all feature very heterogeneous slip
distributions, that is, slip occurs in isolated patches. Also, four out of their five models contain zones of large
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Figure 14. Distance dependence of (a) the mean PGV 𝜇PGV and (b) standard deviation 𝜙log(PGV) for our preferred
model with plasticity (orange), the corresponding elastic simulation (model VE-KT0-062, black), and the elastic
simulation with increased Dc (model VE-KT0-072, light blue) for all stations between 1 and 105 km RJB distance
(bin width =20 km). The circle size represents the number of stations in each bin. The dashed line in (b) represents the
constant standard deviation of the GMPE of Boore and Atkinson (2008).

near-surface slip that may lead to an increased variability of ground motions in the vicinity of the fault. Vyas
et al. (2016) observe the lowest distance dependence of variability for the kinematic source model of Zeng
and Anderson (2000) that has its highest slip at depth, similar to our simulations.

In contrast to the purely elastic simulation, ground motion variability close to the fault for our preferred
model with plasticity is increased by 29.4% with respect to variability between 85 and 105 km RJB distance.
Localized plastic deformation (see Figure 10) additionally alters PGVs very heterogeneously in the vicinity
of the fault, therefore, further increasing the variability within the first 20 km.

We conclude that mean peak ground motions are stronger reduced in the vicinity of the fault when account-
ing for off-fault plastic yielding, but the reduction is still visible at 100 km RJB distance. Additionally, ground
motion variability for our preferred model using off-fault plasticity is close to what is commonly used in
GMPEs Boore and Atkinson (2008), and in general lower than in the elastic simulations. Due to the hetero-
geneous distribution of near-fault plastic yielding, ground motion variability in the simulation with off-fault
plasticity are slightly increased within 20 km to the fault.

4.4. The Effect of Attenuation on Dynamic Triggering
Viscoelastic attenuation is an important physical mechanism that describes the gradual damping
of high-frequency seismic waves with propagation distance. Our preferred scenario accounts for
viscoelastic-plastic rheology (model VP-KF0-062). We clearly observe decreasing peak velocities with
increasing travel distances in comparison to a setup without attenuation (model P-KF0-062, see Figure D1
in Appendix D for synthetic PGVs of all seismic stations without and with accounting for seismic attenua-
tion). However, as a consequence of the damping of high-frequency seismic waves, seismic attenuation also
affects rupture dynamics, specifically the dynamically triggered rupture transfers and reinitiation.

We find that all rupture transfer processes of our extended fault system are affected by the energy that the
seismic waves carry—no attenuation meaning more seismic energy and thus facilitation of dynamic trigger-
ing. Figure 15 shows the moment rate over time of our preferred simulation (model VP-KF0-062, orange)
compared to the same simulation but without accounting for seismic attenuation (model P-KF0-062, black).
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Within the first 8-s rupture propagation and moment rate release are identical. At 8.1 s, after the rupture
delay at the HVF central fault bend, we observe faster rupture reinitiation in the simulation without attenu-
ation. Additionally, rupture is dynamically triggered at the EF at an earlier time (at 15 s). With attenuation,
rupture jumping to the CRF is additionally delayed (from 17.9 to 22 s).

The faster rupture initiation after the bend at the center of the HVF in the simulation without attenuation
suggests that rupture transfer is facilitated by the nondamped arriving seismic waves. We note, that dynamic
triggering in a segmented fault system is highly nonlinear and may bridge distances larger than expected
from simplified setups (Finzi & Langer, 2012b; Harris & Day, 1993; Oglesby, 2008). For instance, at the
northernmost segments, which are affected by seismic waves traveling more than 50 km from the hypocen-
ter, remote triggering is delayed with attenuation. Curiously, the modeled moment rate not accounting for
attenuation yields a nominal better fit to the SCARDEC moment rate as indicated by the higher EG and PG
values with respect to our preferred model (Table 3) but are within the uncertainties associated with the
observationally constrained moment rate. Still, the resulting slip distribution and moment magnitude is in
both cases identical (Mw 7.29). A detailed analysis of the frequency bands responsible for remote triggering
of rupture at adjacent fault segments will be considered in future work.

For simulations without off-fault plasticity, rupture dynamics are less altered by ignoring attenuation. This
suggests that near fault plastic deformation places strong constraints on the conditions allowing sustained
rupture. As a consequence, dynamic triggering and an exact modeling of the emanated seismic wave field
and its interaction with the fault system is crucial. The spatial extent of the Landers fault system leads to
dynamic triggering effects over distances large enough such that seismic attenuation matters.

4.5. Shallow Slip at the CRF
It is debated whether the shallow part of the CRF slipped coseismically or if it was triggered by static stress
changes shortly after the event (Kaneda & Rockwell, 2009; Sieh, 1996). A lack of aftershock recordings
(Hauksson et al., 1993; Sieh et al., 1993) and the asymmetric right-lateral slip pattern indicate that slip may
have been induced by static stress changes due to the failure of the EF (Kaneda & Rockwell, 2009; Sieh, 1996).
Interestingly, slip inversion results based on GPS data (Gombert et al., 2018; Hernandez et al., 1999; Wald &
Heaton, 1994) show higher shallow slip in the northernmost part of the fault system than inversions based
on seismic recordings (Cohee & Beroza, 1994; Cotton & Campillo, 1995). However, due to the restriction of
most inversion methods to simplified fault surfaces, it is difficult to assign the shallow slip nonambiguously
to either the EF and CRF.

Our dynamic rupture model of the Landers earthquake with plasticity does not create large shallow slip at
the northernmost fault segment. The central part of the CRF is dynamically triggered at a depth of ≈8 km.
Rupture dies out quickly toward the surface, without inducing large surface slip (average surface slip along
the CRF of 0.8 m). Similar values are obtained for the corresponding elastic simulation (although the elastic
SSD is lower due to a lower maximum slip at depth).

The here assumed regional stress field at the CRF in conjuncture with the given fault geometry inhibits
large surface slip. Dynamic rupture experiments varying stress orientations and stress amplitudes reveal that
considerably higher surface slip cannot be generated while breaking the full fault system and generating
reasonable amount of slip at the southernmost fault segments. Thus, our dynamic rupture model aligns with
the hypothesis of statically triggered shallow rupture at the CRF.

Kaneda and Rockwell (2009) investigate the CRF in detail by analyzing tectonic-geomorphic features along
this fault segment. The 1992 rupture at the CRF differs distinctly from the characteristics of the penultimate
and long-term ruptures. In particular, the vertical motion is almost opposite to previous ruptures. They
conclude that the fault geometry might include a small dipping component at the center of the fault segment
which shows a reverse-slip motion induced by static stress changes. In contrast, our dynamic rupture model
uses a vertical fault geometry for the entire fault system. Future work could investigate whether a dipping
fault geometry at the center of the CRF facilitates dynamic rupture activation and propagation at shallow
depth or if shallow slip can only be induced by static stress changes.

4.6. Uncertainties Associated With STFs
Observationally constrained STFs are associated with substantial uncertainties, owing to data distribution,
near-receiver wave propagation effects, and aspects of the radiation pattern, in particular, in case of complex
faulting geometry. Despite these uncertainties, STFs provide first-order estimates of the moment release
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Figure 15. Seismic moment release rate of our preferred model including
off-fault plasticity and viscoelastic attenuation (VP-KF0-062, orange) in
comparison to the corresponding simulation accounting for off-fault
plasticity but not for viscoelastic attenuation (P-KF0-062, black). JVF =
Johnson Valley fault; KF = Kickapoo fault; HVF = Homestead Valley fault;
EF = Emerson fault; CRF = Camp Rock fault.

over time but should not be considered as measured data. Instead, STFs
represent an inferred/estimated quantity that helps to map and under-
stand the kinematic rupture process. It is important to state that in
addition to the overall uncertainties associated with STFs, specifically if
solely based on teleseismic data, the 1992 Landers earthquake introduces
additional complications: First, STFs are in general less reliable for pure
strike-slip events, as the P wave radiation pattern is especially unfavorable
for far-field source process estimation. Second, the change in strike makes
it even more difficult to resolve the moment release due to the hypothesis
of a constant mechanism. Availability and quality of observational data
of this relatively old earthquake further complicates the problem of esti-
mating an accurate and reliable far-field moment rate function for such
earthquakes.

We developed our preferred model by comparing to the SCARDEC STFs
(Vallée & Douet, 2016). Alternative dynamic rupture model parametriza-
tions might have been obtained if using different STFs, for example, from
near-field finite fault inversions. However, given that finite fault inver-
sions are inherently nonunique and thus the inferred rupture models may
be highly variable for a given earthquake (e.g., Mai et al., 2016), their
corresponding STFs also show substantial differences. Thus, we focus
here on a set of STFs derived from the same database to ensure internal
consistency.

5. Conclusions
We present a mechanically viable dynamic rupture scenario of the 1992 Landers earthquake, that helps our
understanding of the physical mechanisms of rupture transferring between adjacent fault segments while
simultaneously reproducing a wide range of observations.

The model accounts for high-resolution topography, complex fault system geometries, 3-D subsurface struc-
ture, viscoelastic attenuation, off-fault plasticity, and depth-dependent cohesion. Earthquake rupture is able
to break all geometrically complex segments of the fault system under the assumption of smoothly varying
fault stress and strength conditions. The simulation reproduces far-field and near-field observations, such
as the total moment rate, final fault slip, seismic waveforms and respective peak ground motions, as well
as off-fault deformation patterns. Our dynamic rupture earthquake scenario allows detailed analysis of the
mechanical sustainability of dynamic rupture transfer with respect to the interplay of tectonic stress and
local fault strength conditions.

Sustained dynamic rupture of all Landers fault segments poses a strong constraint on model parameter-
ization. Specifically, the facilitation and timing of rupture transfers between the principal fault segments
determine the amplitude and orientation of initial fault stresses and friction. Scenarios succeeding in rup-
ture across the entire fault system feature very robust slip distribution under variation of nucleation patch
sizes and frictional parameters that alter the stress drop—however, timing of rupture transfers are highly
sensitive.

Importantly, the resulting source dynamics depict a variety of rupture transfer mechanisms, including
dynamic triggering and direct rupture branching and combination of both; both mechanisms are crucial to
drive rupture across the entire fault system given the fault geometry used in this study. Large stress changes
due to the subsequent, or almost simultaneous, failure of the HVF and EF enables dynamic triggering of the
CRF over distances much larger than previously suggested.

Our dynamic rupture model reveals that dynamic triggering—often associated with the observed segmen-
tation of moment release—is not the only feature reducing the moment release. In particular, rupture
deceleration due to complex fault geometry strongly affects the moment release rate, thus complicating the
inference of rupture transfer mechanisms from observations.

In contrast to previous models (Aochi & Fukuyama, 2002; Aochi et al., 2003), we find that a steeply ori-
ented regional stress field (maximum principal stress close to north) is crucial to allow the northernmost
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part (CRF) to rupture. Interestingly, large shallow slip of the CRF is dynamically inhibited in our scenario,
supporting the hypothesis of statically triggered shallow rupture at the CRF shortly after the main event
(Kaneda & Rockwell, 2009; Sieh, 1996). We are unable to generate considerably higher surface slip by vari-
ations in stress orientations and stress amplitudes while simultaneously breaking the entire fault system
and creating reasonable amount of slip at the southernmost fault segments for the given fault geometry and
under the assumption of frictional parameters being constant at all depths.

Rupture termination in our model is overall independent of the geometrically prescribed fault endings, with
exception of the northernmost section of the HVF. Rupture is stopped smoothly corresponding to fault ori-
entation toward the principal stress orientation. Our dynamic rupture model therefore provides a consistent
explanation for spontaneous rupture termination on most of the principal fault segments, although fault
structures in reality continue.

We show that an along-strike variability of the SSD of up to 20% is possible, even for laterally constant
rock cohesion and bulk friction. Since these variations also exists for the purely elastic simulation, they
can be attributed to different principal stress directions and the complex fault geometry. Shallow plastic
deformation increases the SSD between 0.7% and 36% in dependence of the fault orientation and resulting
rupture dynamics. Relatively high SSDs (up to 50%) are possible for good quality rock without the presence of
preexising fault damage zones if stress drop is high. We observe dramatically increased off-fault deformation
in the vicinity of fault bends and intersections, in excellent agreement with recent maps of fault zone width
(Milliner et al., 2015). Good agreement of synthetic waveform characteristics and associated PGVs with
observations include capturing of the main S wave pulses, amplitudes, and shaking duration.

In contrast to a purely elastic simulation, our viscoelastic-plastic scenario reduces the mean PGVs in forward
direction by up to 35%, while ground motions perpendicular to the fault are very similar. Rupture transfer
and moment rate of the simulation with plasticity can be partially emulated by an elastic simulation with
increased critical slip distance Dc that leads to slower rupture speeds and longer delays for transferring rup-
ture to adjacent segments. However, the elastic simulation with decreased rupture speed still overestimates
PGVs in forward rupture direction by 11%.

Ground motion variability with respect to fault distance is in general lower for the simulation with off-fault
plasticity and found to be close to 0.56 (e.g., Boore & Atkinson, 2008), commonly assumed in GMPEs. How-
ever, the simulation accounting for plastic yielding creates higher ground motion variability close to the
fault, presumably due to the heterogeneous distribution of near-fault plastic yielding.

We find that the complex source dynamics of the Landers fault system lead to dynamic triggering over large
distances, which are large enough to be strongly affected by seismic attenuation. The effect of attenuation
on dynamic triggering is pronounced for models including off-fault plastic deformation.

Appendix A: Cohesive Zone Width
Wollherr et al. (2018) find, that the cohesive zone width can vary considerably across geometrically complex
fault systems. The authors suggest that its minimum should pose the inherent length scale to be resolved
instead of an average value. Additionally, a measured cohesive zone width may vary with underlying (coarse)
fault discretization. Only for sufficiently high resolutions of the fault, can one determine a correct (“numer-
ically converged”) cohesive zone width. Higher resolutions need to be considered to determine whether the
cohesive zone width reached a stable value (i.e., converged) or if the solution is still changing with mesh
refinement.

To calculate the cohesive zone width, we determine the time of the onset of rupture (RT), as well as the time
when shear stresses reach their dynamic value (DS). Using the rupture speed vr , the cohesive zone is then
defined by the formula (DS−RT)vr . For our preferred model the minimum cohesive zone width is measured
as 155 m located at the HVF at a depth of 8 km. For a given on-fault resolution of 200 m, the minimum
cohesive zone is then resolved by 0.775 mesh elements (or 4.56 subelemental Gaussian integration points
for polynomial degree p = 4). Note that due to the different principal stress amplitudes and orientations
used in this model, the rupture paths vary from the scenarios in Wollherr et al. (2018), and consequently,
the cohesive zone width is slightly smaller than reported therein.

The convergence rates in Wollherr et al. (2018) help to determine the potential error level with respect to
a high-resolution reference solution given the minimum cohesive zone width resolution and a polynomial
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degree p. For p = 4, the 200-m on-fault resolution corresponds to a mean error of 0.16% for peak slip rate
time, 4.16% for peak slip rate, 0.15% for rupture arrival, and 0.94% for final slip. These values are sufficiently
small to accurately resolve the source dynamics (Day et al., 2005).

Appendix B: Resolved Frequencies
We analyze the distance-dependent frequency content of synthetic velocity recordings to determine the
maximum resolved frequency content of the wave field in our simulation. Figure B1 shows the normalized
frequency spectrum of the observed and simulated seismic velocities for a selection of seismic stations. The
stations' locations are visualized in Figure 7. Their full name, RJB distance and corresponding Vs30 value can
be found in Table 2.

The highest resolved frequencies are determined by evaluating the maximum frequency for which the syn-
thetic spectra align with the expected 𝜔−1 frequency decay. In particular, close to the faults, our simulation
reaches very high frequencies without modeling small-scale roughness or prestress heterogeneities. The sta-
tion LUC, which is the closest station to the fault traces (0.47 RJB distance), shows frequencies reaching up
to 4.0 Hz. The stations YER (24.37 km RJB distance) in forward direction includes frequencies up to ≈3.0 Hz.

Figure B1. Normalized frequency spectra for observed (orange) and simulated (black) seismic velocities for a selection
of stations listed in Table 2. The stations are ordered by their RJB distance. The black line indicates the ideally expected
frequency decay of 𝜔−1. The frequencies are cut at their respective Nyquist frequency.
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Figure C1. Simulated GMRotD50 (Boore et al., 2006) PGVs above 5 cm/s for (a) our preferred simulation with
plasticity (VP-KF0-062), (b) the corresponding purely elastic simulation (VE-KF0-062), and (c) for the purely elastic
simulation with increased Dc (VE-KF0-072). The white star marks the epicenter of the 1992 event.

With increasing distance, the resolved frequency content increasingly deviate from an ideal 𝜔−1 decay: Sta-
tions FRT (64.97 km RJB distance) and BOR (87.33 km RJB distance) reach up to 2.0 and 1 Hz, respectively.
In the low-velocity basin of the Salton Sea, station SAL (102.8 km RJB distance) only resolves a maximum
frequency of 1.0 Hz. Therefore, to assure consistent frequency ranges of all synthetics, we band-pass filter
all stations in section 3.5.2 in between 0.05 and 1.0 Hz.

Appendix C: Peak Ground Motions Maps
We here show a close-up of the PGVs of the three presented simulations in section 4.2: the preferred model
with plasticity (Figure C1a), the corresponding elastic simulation (Figure C1b), and the corresponding elas-
tic simulation with increased Dc (Figure C1c). Consistent with the findings for the mean PGVs with respect
to the distance or azimuth bins in section 4.2, we find that the directivity effect is much more pronounced
in the elastic simulations. However, an increase of Dc in the elastic simulation drastically reduces the PGVs
in forward direction (cf. also Happ et al., 2019) while the PGV in the Salton Sea Basin are slightly increased
due to the slower rupture, which results in more backward propagating rupture. Still, ground motions in
the plastic simulation differ, in particular, in the forward direction.

Appendix D: Effect of Attenuation on Peak Ground Motions
We discuss in section 4.4 the effect of attenuation on source dynamics, in particular, on dynamic triggering.
Figure D1 shows how attenuation affects the simulated PGVs for the stations listed in section 3.5 and visual-

Figure D1. Simulated PGVs with (blue circles) and without attenuation (orange crosses) in dependence of RJB distance
of the stations given in Table 2.
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ized in Figure 7. While PGVs are almost identical for near fault stations up to 20 km RJB distance, we observe
a clear decrease in PGVs for greater distances due to the attenuation of seismic waves with propagation
distance.
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